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Accounting Principals is about more than filling your

Our custom solutions include:

financial staffing needs. We offer our clients everything

•
•
•
•

Accounting support
Audit and tax support services
Litigation support
Merger and acquisition assistance

•
•
•
•

On -site project management
Strategic planning
System conversion
Work force solutions
— Flexible staffing
— Direct hire

from temporary personnel to long -term business solutions.
Accounting Principals has established an enviable record
for providing the finest, most highly qualified staff for
both short -term solutions and long -term partnerships. By
carefully listening to you and understanding your needs,
we can identify the intellectual talent that fits your
strategic vision and your corporate culture.
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A risky global marketplace demands that corporate financial managers use more sophisticated tools and an integrated approach in the management of all risks. 0

40RevenueMargin:ABetterWaytoMeasureCompanyGrowth

BY JAMES B. H A N G S T E F E R

Traditional financial reports often don't give management a clear look at the company's progress. Quantitative and
qualitative momentum indicators as described here can catapult the significant numbers into the foreground. 0

4 6 `Net'Returns:PurchasingandSellingOnline

By ALEXANDER S T R A U B

Small companies can streamline their purchases and sales by participating in an e- marketplace, benefiting from its huge audience of vendors and potential customers. 0

50NowaSelf-StarterCFOHelpedEstablishaEuropean-BasedCompanyinNorthAmerica
BY MARLENE PIT URRO

When Rick Burn was named CFO of Navision Software US, a subsidiary of a Danish company, not only did he have to contend with different accounting standards but he also had to
learn to work within the context of different cultural standards of the parent company. 0
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56OrganizingYourBusinessfortheInternetEvolution
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B Y M A R C J. E P S T E I N

Barnes & Noble versus Amazon.com: Traditional retailers have a big advantage in the
intense Web competition, but they have to think long and hard how they will structure
their business to capitalize on their superior positioning. 0
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Articles meet CPE requirements for:
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NASBA and IMA /CMA/CFM

or *IMA/ C MA/ CF M

For information on earning CPE by reading Strategic Finance, visit the IMA website, Www,imanet.or¢,
0
U

or contact Alice Hayes at (201) 57 3-9000, ext. 213; fax (201) 573.8185; or by e-mail at ahaves @imanet.or¢.
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How Can We Serve You? I

FIN ANC E E DITOR

Alan Levinsohn

by Frank Minter, CPA

COP Y E DITOR

Your professional organization has just entered a new year, the

David Elman

first one for IMA that will end in the 21st century. Why is it im-

A R T D I R E C TO R

Mary Zisk

portant that we focus on a new century? Because it is an appropri-

PR OD U CTIO N

ate�time�for�us�to�concentrate�on�what�is�most�important�—our

Manage r: Lisa Nasuta
Patricia L. Keeley

members and the services we provide to members.

CIR C U LATIO N

Alice Schulman

We must be doing a number of

all of these member services still

things right, as evidenced by our hav-

aren't enough to encourage our

ing some 15,000 new
members join every year.

Robert F. Randall

We have begun working

But there must be some

with a professional firm

other things we are not

that has significant experi-

doing right because more

ence in membership serv-

ADVE R T ISING R E P R E SE NTATIVE S

IPC Enterprises
142 East 30th Street
New York, NY 10016
(212) 252 -0222

members fail to renew

ices, and we believe some

each year than enroll as

new suggestions will come

new members. The real

from that effort. At the

question is: What are the

same time, it is my per-

(212) 252 -0222, ext. 104

services provided by IMA

sonal objective to have

Will Carter (Western Region)

FRANK MINTER

as the premier organiza-

Linda Marx (Northern Region)
(212) 252 -0222, ext. 110
Peter McGrath (Southern Region)

(212) 252 -0222, ext. 108

every member say when

tion serving accounting, finance, and

renewing�his�/her�membership�—"�I

in for m a ti o n t e ch n o lo g y p r ofe ssi o na l s

am glad to be a member of IMA, and

that attract those individuals and convince them to continue as members?

I have received professional services

As an organization, we are searching for the right answers. But we
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members to renew.

Coordinator: Alice Schulman
(800) 638 -4427, ext. 280
c r
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greatly in excess of the cost of less
than $12 a month."
But I don't know what services we

Authorization to photocopy Strategic Finance. Items
for internal or personal use, or the internal or

must understand that each member is

aren't providing, and I need your

personal use of specific clients, is granted by the

different and has different reasons for

help. If you expected something from

IMA to libraries and other users registered with

joining. Some feel that participating

IMA and are not getting it, I want to

the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) Transactional
Reporting Service, provided that the base fee of
$3.00 per copy, plus 304 per page, is paid directly to

in chapter and council meetings and

know. If you believe there are servic-

activities are most important. Others

es we should be providing that we

(gym IS S N 152483 3X , $3.00 + 304.

view educational programs and certi-

are not, I want to know. IMA exists

Quantity reprints of any article In Strategic Finance

fication as the reason for belonging.

for no other reason but to provide

Some would also indicate that Strate-

services�to�you�—its�members�—that

gic Finance and Management Account-

benefit you in your professional ca-

ing Quarterly provide significant ben-

reers. I want to hear from you. Please

efit. But something must be missing if

e -mail me at fminter @imanet.org. � ■
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CCC, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923.

or back issues (subject to availability) june be
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Inte][isol

Nobody helps you take control of the
scheduling game like Intellisol" International.
How many hours does your company
spend scheduling employees? Are the
people you assign to critical roles properly
qualified? Can your scheduling system
readily respond to unexpected situations?
Are you sure you're maximizing employee
productivity and company profit?

Effective scheduling for
productivity and profit
With best -of -breed Intellisol" Dynamic
Scheduling, you can leverage the full
potential of your workforce for greater
efficiency and productivity. Calculate
precise staffing needs and work shift
requirements by assessing a host of
employee and job criteria. It's just another
way our People Performance Software
products help you maximize performance.

Simplifying a complex process
Generating a cost - effective and manageable
schedule requires thousands of decisions.
Thanks to Intellisol ' Dynamic Scheduling,
part of our Workforce Automation suite, this
complicated process happens automatically.
It combines the expertise of a schedule
administrator with the reliability, accuracy
and speed of a computer.
In fact, the whole strategy behind lntellisol'
Dynamic Scheduling is to help you master the
chal lenge of staff sc hedul i ng. To Find out more
or to register for a free online presentation, call
1- 800-923 -3660 or visit www.intellisol.com.

IntellisolWorkforce
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Careers I By Max Messmer, Editor

Partnering with Your Recruiter for Career Success
If you are looking for a new accounting position, it's more likely than ever that a
hiring manager somewhere is seeking someone with your background to fill what
may be your ideal job. With the lowest unemployment in 30 years, highly qualified
accountants and accounting managers are in strong demand. Although you may be
able to pursue many opportunities on your own, teaming
up with a recruiter can streamline your efforts. He or she
can extend your network, give you job leads you wouldn't
otherwise hear about, and provide background information on the prospective employer to help you prepare for
interviews.
Selecting the right staffing firm
and working effectively with your
recruiter is key to making full use
of their services. The following
suggestions can help you forge a
strong partnership with a recruiting
professional who'll know about the
best opportunities in the accounting
field.

Finding the Right
Recruiter
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Begin your search by checking with
your personal and professional network for recommendations. In addition, contact associations in your field and local chambers of commerce. Take note of those recruiting firms
that specialize in placing accounting and finance professionals at your level, and visit their websites.
Numerous resources are available to help with your research. In addition to the Internet, read trade publications and local association newsletters to identify the best
staffing consultants and compare services. Look for those
who offer both the flexibility of online listings and a perSTRATEGIC FINANCE
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sonal dedicated recruiter. Being able to register and submit your resume online will broaden your exposure.
Many recruiting firms also offer the opportunity to sign
up for customized searches of job listings as well as automatic e-mail notification of new openings.
Select two or three companies to interview
in -depth using the same criteria for comparison. Make an appointment so you can
observe each firm's professionalism and
see how representatives interact face -toface. Be sure to address and consider the
following issues in your meetings:
• Reliability. How long has the firm
been in business? Does it have a history
of success and financial stability?
• Specialization. Does the company focus on the types of positions that
interest you?
• Professionalism. Are you confident
the staff has the experience necessary to
match you to the right job? Are they courteous and respectful?
• Connections. Does the firm have the resources and
business contacts to locate job opportunities at the companies where you would most like to work? How involved
is it in professional and community organizations?
• Fit. Are you comfortable with the firm and staff?

W hat to Expect from Your Recruiter
After you've selected a firm, schedule an initial meeting

"iPA

,
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are best for you. Consider this an opportunity to prepare for upcoming
interviews with hiring managers.
A professional recruiter can assist
you in a variety of situations, from
helping you determine your marketability to paving the way for a
smooth job transition. He or she
should be able to provide guidance
before interviews and suggestions for
negotiating salary and benefits after
an offer is extended. Good recruiters

with your recruiting manager. Arrive
prepared for the meeting with an accurate, well- written resume and at
least two references. The recruiter
will want to determine precisely the
type of accounting positions that you
prefer and for which you're qualified.
Expect to be asked questions that
verify your accomplishments and
abilities. Offer direct, specific answers. Your clarity will help the recruiter determine which positions

Y601 feel Almost Af Cowifortable Takiw9
TkeCMA/CFMEY~ AS YoH Not StHdyiHy for It.
I

Let's think — You can study for your CMA/

personal instructor and tutor, customized study session analysis, TexTutor®
on- screen help, exam overview and prep
tips, immediate full -text answers to
every qu estion a nd a completely individualized study method.

CFM Exam in a generic seminar, or simply
by 'hitting the books,' with no personalized
help and no promise you'll pass all or any
part of the exam.
Or. You can sit down at your discretion
for a one -on -one, interactive power
study session with the test review that
guarantees you'll pass.*

In fact, only The MicroMash Way® lets
you study for your CMA/CFM Exam the
same way you take it on the computer.

...

MicroMash brings you never-available before features like built -in on -disk

Old way vs. new way.
It's way easy to call this one.

/, 1
R
MicroMash' '

U,

1- 800 - 272 -PASS
Ref #2232

At Yow Own iaa. In Yo%r Own SFut.
'Ccmm. rtsW[Hwu uppix cai lJ rmnplrlr demif s.
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fully understand both candidates'
and clients' needs and won't send
you to interviews for positions that
aren't a good match.

Get ti ng t he Most fr om
the Partnership
The best way to maximize your relationship with a recruiter is to share
information about your job- search
goals and experiences throughout the
process. For example, be sure to call
your recruiting manager in a timely
manner after you've been sent on a
job interview. Your feedback can provide information he or she can leverage in a follow -up call to the employer that could lead to a second or final
interview. It can also provide important details about your interview
skills and any concerns expressed by
the potential employer.
Throughout the relationship, be
forthright in communicating any
changes in your career needs or
availability. If you're interviewing for
other jobs that you've set up on your
own, let your recruiting manager
know. This information can help
him or her better understand your
goals and help you streamline your
search. And if you haven't heard
from your recruiter in a while, check
in for an update about upcoming
job possibilities and your recent
search - related activities.
A recruiter can help you find the
right job faster and open doors to
new opportunities. By researching
firms and maintaining communication, you'll be better positioned to
find and secure your next accounting position. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and CEO

of Robert Half International Inc.,
parent company of Robert Half,
Accountemps, and RHI Management
Resources.
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Best Practices

By Bob Gunn, Editor

20/20 Hindsight
WHENEVER A LEADER TAKES THE TIME TO LOOK

back, the journey seems so obvious. The path ahead never appears as clear. That is why it's useful for leaders to
reflect upon their organization's accomplishments and
learn from the understanding this process generates.
Recently an e-mail crossed my desk and inspired me to
"pause to reflect" in order to see what self - evident lessons
came to mind. The author of the e-mail was the founder
of a company that had agreed to be acquired by a much
larger firm. His purpose was to acknowledge his organization's journey. His words are quoted here:
"What a great ride!
Fate brought us together; what
matters kept us together; our
dreams came to life; and our
purpose became one.
Hasn't our firm profoundly
touched us all? Who among us
has not found their own wisdom and common sense? Who
among us has not learned what
it means to lead by speaking
their own voice? Who among us
has not seen the power ofteamwork brought to life by love and respect? Who among us has
not felt the gratitude ofserving clients? Who among us has
not seen the inspiration that comes from looking to the unknown? Who among us has not experienced the joy ofcreating something fresh from the power oftheir own insight?
Who among us has not found their work easy and graceful
as quietude and simplicity prevail?
Nothing is permanent but impermanence. Let us treasure
our memories by using what we learned in work and play. Let
us rejoice in today's opportunities by attending to what is happening now, knowing this energizes the spirit that lies within.
12
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We will be connected through our experiences and friendships. Our journey will be as it always has been — creating
our lives in the moment, placing our talents in the service of
others, and living in grace. Health is our good fortune; contentment is our greatest wealth.
On behalf ofevery firm member and with deep appreciation and gratitude to all, farewell."
This is a heartfelt note that speaks clearly to every person in that firm. But what understanding about leadership might the founder have gained that he was able to
compress such authenticity into so few words?
Foremost is his appreciation that the ultimate measure
of a

I P A A P r 'C
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to which those led grow in their
own capacity to lead, to express
their own talents, and to extend
their own capabilities as they
dare to undertake new challenges. The third paragraph
points to the personal growth that
must have happened in this
company.
Of course, creating the condiLions where everyone is assumed to be on the "fast track" requires a huge change in
the leader's perspective. He or she must shift from thinking about his or her own contribution to being focused
on the personal contribution and growth that comes
through collective accomplishment. In other words,
learning and development happen most quickly when the
leader looks towards what is not known rather than what
is already understood.
Because accountability cannot be delegated, it takes a
leap of faith to trust that others not only have the capacity
to step up but also have the commitment to make whatev-

What's the difference between financial
forecasting and a tug of war?

Ho r iz o n An alytic f in an c ial so f twa re.
Now you can make sure everyone in your company is looking at the same numbers. Horizon
Analytic financial software provides one source of data for your company's financial reporting
and forecasting, eliminating the kind of inconsistencies that arise when information is pulled
from multiple sources. We call this "One Version of the Truth." Horizon also allows you to model
your business with "what if?" scenarios with just a few keystrokes. The result? Vastly increased
productivity and smarter, faster decisions. So say goodbye to all those spreadsheets and give
your organization the tools it needs to lead your company into a successful new millennium.
Visit www.walker.com or call 1- 800 -PICK -WALKER today to find out more.

fe)
www.waIker.ccrm
V 2000 Walker Interactive Systems, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Walker and Horizon are registered trademarks of Walker Interactive Systems, Inc.
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er contribution is required. Most often this becomes crystal clear when
the leader is delegating decision making responsibility. At that moment an inner voice says, "Wait just a
minute! You mean they are going to
make the decisions, but I have to live
with the consequences ?" Yet the
leader needs to trust that these actions will work out. Through experience, we gain confidence that people
will rise to the occasion when given
the chance.
Effective delegation releases more
constructive energy than anything
else a leader can do. This is true because the effort of any one person,
no matter how talented, is dwarfed
by the contributions of many. This is
so obvious that it needs no proof,
but it does require hope —hope in
the sense of being willing to acknowledge that possibilities exist beyond our own personal knowledge
or experience. When leaders are
hopeful, they release the creativity
and contributions of others who
step forward with what is needed because they can see what needs doing
more clearly than the leaders.
But when a leader is only paying
lip service to delegation, people are
quick to see that the deeds don't
match the words, and they stop trying and begin waiting for the leader
to call the shots. You've probably
heard the phrase, "The bottleneck is
at the head of the bottle." And, unfortunately, this condition tends to
be the rule rather than the exception.
Context may be the second most
important message in this e-mail.
Organizations exist to accomplish
work that is larger than what a mere
handful of people can do, much less
a single individual. The very first
lines of the e-mail acknowledge the
unifying and binding qualities of
getting context right.
14
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Harnessing that energy is less telling
people what to do and more helping
them tap their passion, understand
their purpose, and find their place.
This is best accomplished by clarifying
context through an ongoing conversation about what matters, what is possible, what needs to be accomplished,
and how one contributes.
These are simple questions, really, but too often leaders take them
for granted and leave them to the
imagination.
Where the leader exhorts the
troops by telling them the answers to
these questions, we most often see
feelings of confusion, compliance, or
coercion. Where the leader takes the
tack of "selling" his or her organization, we often find passive resistance,
obstinacy, or apprehension.
So while an ongoing dialogue
about these contextual questions
may seem repetitive, in reality the
leader needs to view such a dialogue
as an opportunity for everyone to
internalize the principles that will
then guide their everyday actions
and decisions. The organization then
becomes "self- correcting" in that
everyone stands on common ground
and, thereby, has the understanding
to keep things on track. And the
leader sees what is missing so that he
or she can fill in the gaps.
Finally, in his e-mail the founder
points to the value of living one's life
in the moment by paying attention
to what is happening now and doing
so with feelings of contentment,
grace, and service. Implicitly he recognizes the freshness and responsiveness of creating life in the moment by having calm thoughts.
So often we clutter our minds with
the distractions of yesterday's events
or with worries about tomorrow.
Then too we sometimes rush into
things and become so busy that we

lose perspective and make our work
tiresome instead of easy and graceful.
And whenever we become concerned
primarily about how we look to others, we become blinded and cannot
see, much less serve, their needs.
It is not that we will never obsess
about yesterday, worry about the future, or lose our bearings from time
to time —that comes with being human. But it is a wise leader who understands that thoughts come and go
and that we can to turn our backs on
thinking that prevents us from being
fully present in the moment.
Embedded in the founder's e-mail
is the understanding that our feelings are the guide to the quality of
our thought processes —for grace,
compassion, warmth, happiness, and
contentment are the signs that all is
right with the world and that we will
be able to take on the challenges and
possibilities each day promises.
So if you are interested in a "great
ride," reflect on these questions:
• What are you doing to help
yourself and your coworkers to reach
your /their potential?
• Would you and your coworkers
say the context is clear?
* Are you and others feeling contented and connected right now so
that your thinking is clear and fully
in the moment?
We all have been issued just one
ticket for our journey through life,
so why not make the most of it by
stepping up and going for it —at
work and at play —the same way the
firm in the e-mail seemingly does? ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity ofstaff
functions. You can call Bob at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
bgunn@gunn.partners.com.

e're Creditek, the nationally
recognized revenue management and receivables
consulting, project management and
outsourcing company. We have
delivered hundreds of millions of
dollars of incremental cash flow and
profits for our clients.
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams for backlogs in billing, credit, collections,
deductions and reconciliations.
Strategic Receivables Outsourcing
includes turnkey billing, credit, collections, cash application, and customer
payment deductions.
Consulting Solutions provide best
practices revenue management consulting to compress the revenue cycle,
improving cash flow and working
capital.
4F—

Audit and Recovery of Claims and
Deductions provides expert outsource
and audit programs to validate and
recapture invalid customer deductions,
including "post audit" chargebacks.

'b

Creditek Risk Management
Group, LLC provides domestic and
export insurance to manage reserves
and bad debt loss.
In a competitive economy, you've got
to look at business from a different
point of view. Call us today for immediate, long term solutions.

CRED/TEK

0

End -to -End Receivables Management""

Offices Nationwide

1- 800 - 216 -4000
Ask for Rich Lander, EVP, Ext. 358
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Taxes

Anthony R Curatola, Editor

Taxation of Group Term Life Insurance Part 2
IN T HE PRE VIOUS ISSUE WE DISCUSSED
the basic changes to the Uniform Premium Table that related to Group Term Life Insurance (GTLI) under IRC
§79.We saw how the new imputed income rates along
with the addition of an under -25 age bracket considerably reduced the amount of imputed income to employees with GTLI plans provided by their employers. Even
more interesting was the realization that the largest reduction in rates went to age groups 4044 and above.
The focus of this article shifts toward
a few details relating to the effective
dates of the new Uniform Premium
Table and the application of Section 79
rules to GTLI plans.

GTLI plan is a sleeper that can present problems.

Effect of X79 on Indirectly Carried
GTLI Policies
It's possible that an indirectly carried group term life
insurance policy, subject to IRC §79 under the old
Uniform Premium Table, no longer will be subject to
IRC §79. For example, if under an indirectly carried

Types of GTLI Plans
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The lower rates on the new Uniform
Premium Table affect the applicability
of IRC §79 to the different types of
group term life insurance policies as
defined in Reg. §1.79-0. As we noted
last month, there are two types of
GTLI policies. These may or may not
be subject to IRC §79.The first, a directly carried GTLI policy, occurs
when the employer pays for any part of the policy premium. In this case, the GTLI policy is subject to IRC
§79,and income is imputed to the employee. The second, an indirectly carried policy, involves the employer
arranging for the premium to be paid entirely by the
employees. These employee - pay -all plans become subject to IRC §79 when at least one employee each makes
a premium payment above and below the Section 79
Uniform Premium Rates. As we will see, this type of
ST RAT EGIC FINANC E
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policy one 42- year -old employee pays $.18 per thousand dollars of GTLI coverage and another pays $.16
for the same amount of coverage, this GTLI policy is
subject to IRC §79 under the old Table. But under the
new Table, both employees' premium payments fall
above the uniform rate for their age bracket and would
therefore be exempt from the rules. The issue becomes
more complicated when the reverse situation occurs.
That is, if all employees were below the brackets under

Assurance
Consulting
Tax

When you travel at Internet speed,
unexpected obstacles can appear
out of nowhere. That's where our
e Tax Solutions come in. Our
strategic approach helps you handle
critical tax issues and steer clear of
obstructions, which means your
drive for success can be a much
faster ride.

How important is
tax strategy
in e- business?
How important is
your steering wheel
at 150 mph?

For further information, contact:
Jeffrey M. Stein,
Vice Chairman —Tax;
Michael S. Burke,
Partner in Charge,
e-Tax Solutions
etaxsoIutions @kpmg.com

It's time for clarity
CircleNo. 24

Special Effective Date
The general effective date for the
new Uniform Premium Table is
July 1, 1999. Some employers have
negotiated employee - pay -all plans
with premium rates that specifically
exclude the policy from being subject to IRC §79. The Treasury Department has recognized that the
implementation of a new Uniform
Premium Table could cause GTLI
policies arranged by employers to
be exempt from IRC §79 to now be
subject to imputed income. Therefore, Treasury has ruled that companies with GTLI policies in effect
as of June 30, 1999, and premium
rates determined by contract have
the option of using either the old
or the new Table for determining
whether their GTLI polices are subject to IRC §79. Companies who
choose to use the old Table to remain exempt from IRC §79 may do
so until January 1, 2003, at which
time they must begin to use the
new Table (Reg. §1.79-3 (d) (2)).
For example, if a company has
structured a policy where the rates
paid by employees were all at or below the rates on the old Uniform
Premium Table, and if with the introduction of the new rates the policy is now considered indirectly carried by the employer, this employer
can continue to use the old Table
until January 1, 2003. As a further
example, if an employer negotiated
a GTLI policy with rates for two of
its 42-year -old employees where one
employee pays $.11 per thousand
is
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dollars of coverage and the other
pays $.09 for the same amount of
coverage, both of these employees'
premiums fall below the Uniform
Premium Rate listed on the old
Table, therefore exempting this policy from IRC §79. Under the new
Table, these employees' premiums
would straddle the uniform rate for
their age bracket and cause the policy to be carried indirectly by the
employer. Because of this change,
the policy would become subject to
imputed income under IRC §79.
The possibility of this particular situation arising for employers is what
caused Treasury to create the special
effective date. The delay in using the
new Table gives the employer time
to renegotiate a premium contract
with insurers to keep its GTLI policy
exempt from IRC §79 and also allows employers who can't structure
such a rate arrangement to change
over hard -coded software systems to
facilitate their new subject status to
IRC §79.
For companies with both directly
carried and indirectly carried policies that were subject to IRC §79
under the old Uniform Premium
Table and that remain subject to
IRC §79 under the new Table, employers must calculate imputed in-

Separate yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA (Certified
Management Accountant) or CFM
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve these goals right in your own home!
lAmbers

the old Table but now at least one
employee is above the premium
amount, the plan becomes subject
to IRC §79. The issue, however, is
when the employer is required to
use the new Table for imputing income to the employees.

CMA/CFM REVIEW
For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707
www.lamberscpa. com
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come in the following manner:
• From January 1, 1999, until
June 30, 1999, the old Uniform Premium Table must be used.
• From July 1, 1999, to December
31, 1999, the new Uniform Premium
Table must be used.
• For calculations as of July 1,
1999, Reg. §1.79 (e) (1) allows, for
ease of use, employers to calculate
the under-30 age group using the
five -year age bracket for ages 25 -29
from the new Table. This applies
only for the 1999 taxable year.

Time Line for IRC §79
Imputed Income
Calculations
IRC §79 requires the calculation for
imputed income by the end of each
taxable year. Treasury, however, isn't
concerned with when a company
performs its calculation, as long as it
is by the end of the taxable year. This
facilitates the proper withholding of
taxes from employees for FICA purposes. Companies, therefore, may
opt to perform the imputed income
calculations for their employees on a
weekly, monthly, or annual basis, as
is convenient or applicable to the
company's payroll process. The
question that remains is whether
your indirectly carried group term
life insurance plan is or is not subject to Section 79. ■
Anthony P. Curatola is Joseph P. Ford
Professor of Accounting at Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be
reached at curatola@worldnet.att.net.
David E. Graff is a senior at Drexel
University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can
be reached at deg23 @drexel.edu.
Luis D. Pinero is a senior at Drexel
University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can
be reached at 1dp22 @drexel.edu.
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YOU MADE IT HAPPEN:
The entire membership and executive staff of the IMA
wishes to thank the following Corporate Alliance Partners and
sponsors in helping make this a very successful conference:
Corporate Alliance Partners
Armstrong Laing
Oracle
Navision Software US Inc.
Deltek Systems
CODA
General Conference Sponsor
PeopleSoft
Exhibitors
Accountants On Call
Accounting Principals
ACCPAC International
Ada m Inc.
Armstrong Laing
Aston IT Group
Becker Conviser
Brio Technology
C DA Inc.
CODA
Cognos Finance
Comshare
DynPro, Inc.

ebudgets.com
DMS Technology Solutions
(Great Plans)
Hyperion
Intellisol International
Lawson Software
Learning.net
Liberty Mutual
Maxwell Technologies
MBNA
MicroMash
Microsoft
MISUSA
Navision Software US Inc.
OpenAir.com
Oracle
PeopleSoft
Revelwood
Robert Half International
SRC Software
Stern Stewart & Company
Synex Systems
Tranzact Technologies

Virtual Growth Inc.
EPS Software
Whitehill Technologies
Tech Session Sponsors
Accountants on Call
ACCPAC International
Adaytum Inc.
American Express
Armstrong Laing
Cartesis, Inc.
Co os Finance
Comshare
Deltek Systems
Intellisol International
Microsoft
MISUSA
Navision Software US Inc.
Oracle
PeopleSoft
Robert Half International
Conference Bags Sponsor
Robert Half International

Conference CD Sponsor
Accountants On Call
Awards Lunch Sponsor
MBNA
Treasurer's Lunch Sponsor
Hyperion
Breakfast & Coffee Sponsors
SuperBudget
PMSI Project Mentors
Oracle
Accountants On Call
Softworld
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In presentations throughout the country,
AOC and The Institute of Management Accountants have formally
recognized twenty -two financial executives for their outstanding
accomplishments and bottom -line contributions.

We salute each winner for their relentless pursuit of excellence and
the realization of their vision, and are extremely proud to honor
them as the 2000 AOC /IMA Financial Executives of the Year.
C
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To p a r t i c i p a t e i n n e x t y e a r ' s A O C - IMA F i n a n c i a l E x e c u t i v e o f t h e Ye a r A w a r d ,
ple ase ca ll 800 - 327 -1117, e x t 2 7 4 .
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How to d i v e fo r d a t a w i t h o u t a t a n k .

It's down there. Somewhere. The piece of
data you need to complete your report. But
how quickly will you be able to uncover it?
With the enhanced PowerDrillT" feature in
SBT ProSeriesTM 6.0, you can dive deep into
your databases, find the numbers you're
looking for, and be up for air in no time flat.
Our relational browser technology lets you
tab between custom windows, drill down on
any key field, and view as much transaction
detail as you need.
Every one of the new Pro Series 6.0 features
was designed to improve your speed and
capabilities: Message Master"—a point and -click system for sending any form or
report via email, fax or as a file attachment;
ProAlert" —a trigger -based system for automating process flows; MAPI email and
Microsoft® Internet Explorer accessibility,
and many more.
Based exclusively on Microsoft Visual Studio!
Pro Series 6.0 offers unlimited options for
customization and growth, and is the smart
choice for any company that wants to use
technology as an advantage.
Isn't it time your company took the plunge?
To find out more, call us at 800 - 873 -7282.

TRY IT FREE
Call 800-873 -7282,
ax your request to
261 -2660, or visit us
nrw.sbt.comiadoffers

10 NAccounting Systems
© 2000 SRT Accounting Systems. All Bights Reserved. SBT is a registered trademark, and the SRT Ingo, SBT Accounting
Systems, SBT Pro Series, ProAlert, SRT PowerDrill and MessageMaster are trademarks, of SRT Accounting Systems. All
other brand and product names air trademarks of their respective owners.
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IASC Names Prestigious Group
as Trustees I By Robert F. Randall
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The Int ernat io nal Account ing St andards Commit t ee (IASC),

Generally accepted international accounting stan-

which aims to set accounting standards for worldwide cross -bor-

dards are probably still

der transactions, has named 19 trustees to carry out the oversight

years away, but the world's

funct io n o f the organization. Similar t o the struct ure of the U.S.

finance and accounting or-

Financial Accounting Standards Board,

financial officer, Mitsui & Co., Ltd.; Cor-

ganizations are moving
slowly and steadily toward

IASC trustees will appoint Board mem-

nelius Herkstroter, former president, Royal

that goal. In May, the Pres-

bers, exercise oversight, and raise the funds

Dutch Petroleum; and Hilmar Kopper,

idents Committee of the

needed for continued operations. The

chairman

International Organization

Board would have sole responsibility for

Deutsche Bank.

setting accounting standards.
Last May IASC members voted to ap-

of the Supervisory Board,

Also: Philip A. Laskawy, chairman, Ernst

of Securities Comrecommended
CIA081
missions (TOSCO)

& Young International; Charles Yeh Kwong

prove a new constitution, which restruc-

Lee, chairman, Hong Kong Exchange and

that its mem-

tures the organization. Under the new

Clearing Ltd.; Sir Sydney Lipworth, chair-

bers permit in-

structure, IASC will have two main bodies:

man, U.K. Financial Reporting Council;

coming multina

the trustees and the Board, as well as a

Didier Pineau - Valencienne, chairman, As-

Standing Interpretations Committee and

sociation Francaise des Enterprises Privees;

Standards Advisory Council.

imfmt
NI:�x1
IIN Yl N I

Jens Roder, senior partner, Pricewater-

tional issuers to
use the International Accounting

Paul A. Volcker, former chairman of the

houseCoopers; David S. Ruder, former

Standards Commit-

U.S. Federal Reserve Board, will act as

chairman, U.S. Securities & Exchange

tee's core standards to

chairman of the IASC trustees. Other

Commission; Kenneth H. Spencer, chair-

prepare their financial

members of the trustees include Roy An-

man, Australian Accounting Standards

statements for cross -bor-

dersen, deputy chairman and CEO, the

Board; William C. Steere, Jr., chairman and

der offerings and listings.

Liberty Life Group; John H. Biggs, chair-

CEO, Pfizer Inc.; and Koji Tajika, cochair-

IASC Chairman Stig

man, TIAA -CREF; Andrew Crockett, gen-

man, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu.

0° °0 00 [
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Enevoldsen said, "This is

eral manager, Bank for International Set-

Sir Bryan Carsberg, IASC secretary -gen-

tlements; Roberto Teixeira Da Costa, for-

eral, said that the trustees will get to work

nancial reporting and ben-

mer chairman, Brazilian Comissao de Val -

on fundraising and selection of the new

efits both users and pre-

ores Mobiliarios; Guido A. Ferrarini,

standard - setting Board. "The new Board

parers in global capital

a landmark for improved fi-

professor of law, University of Genoa; L.

will commence operations on a date deter-

markets." The IOSCO re-

Yves Fortier, chairman, Ogilvy Renault,

mined by the trustees, with I January 2001

port can be accessed at

and former ambassador of Canada to the

the target.' More information on the IASC

http://www.iasc.org.uk/

United Nations; Toshikatsu Fukuma, chief

can be found at www.iasc.org.uk. ■

docs /2000iasc.pd.
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learning.net and CCH INCORPORATED, the
leading provider of tax and accounting material,
have partnered to bring you the CPE courses you
want in a format that meets your busy lifestyle.

Our network of web -based communities provides
additional resources to help you increase your
knowledge and exchange information crucial to
your professional and personal success.

When it comes to lifelong learning, how you learn
is as important as what you learn. Our courses
change continuing education into an engaging
experience with interactivity, self check exercises
and access to industry experts.

Online CPE allows you to customize the
educational process to your schedule, preferences
and needs. Read a chapter at a time or complete
the entire course in one sitting —the option is
yours. Enroll today at www.learning.net and slip
into something more comfortable.

r

lea

rCCH
www.learning.net
818.845.2800

THE SMART PLACE TO LEAR
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Online Investors Need More
Protection I Kathy Williams, Editor
IN RESPONSE TO NUMEROUS COMPLAINTS FROM ONLINE INVESTORS LAST
year, Congress asked the General Accounting Office (GAO) to launch an investigation into
online trading practices. The GAO complied and came up with some ideas of what needed to be done to correct the complaints and to protect investors. They talked with 12
online broker - dealers, who, even though they represented less than 10% of the number of
firms that offer online trading, accounted for about 90% of the online trading volume
during early 1999.
The top 10 complaints in descending order were:
• Difficulty accessing accounts.
• Failures /delays in processing orders.

If you feel like you're
being "meetinged" to
death, you aren't
alone, Accountemps
found recently. According to a recent survey,
executives waste 7.8
hou r s a week , or mor e

7 r

7

than two months a
year, in unnecessary

• Errors in processing orders.

business discussions.

• Best execution problems.

"The growing use of

• Errors /omissions in account records of documents.

project teams has

• Transfer -of- account problems.

i

encouraged broa der

• Margin position sellouts.

attendance at formal

• Problems with opening accounts.

gatherings," Maas Mess-

• Problems with executing cancellation orders.
• Inaccurate quotes /pricing information.
Online broker - dealers are subject to the same rules and

mer, Accountemps
°

, • -.

chairman, sand. "But

"°

with today's demands

regulations as their full- service counterparts. Their activities are governed by the National

for heightened produc-

Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. (NASD), NASD Regulation (NASDR), and the Securi-

tivity and efficiency, it

ties & Exchange Commission (SEC) for the ultimate benefit and protection of the investor.

has become increasing-

They also may be members of and regulated by the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).

ly important to give

One of the major problems, the GAO investigators found, was that the online broker -

careful consideration to

dealers experienced quite a few delays and outages in their trading systems. They said

all aspects of meeting

these were caused by inefficient message routing by Internet service providers, glitches in

planning."

vendor - supplied systems, and computer hardware and software failures associated with

Here are some tips on

upgrades. Although the SEC and the securities self - regulatory organizations (SRO) have

how to ensure an effec-

issued some guidance on maintaining adequate capacity or notifying customers about the

tive meeting:

potential for service disruptions, they haven't yet issued final rules in this area.

• Consider the primary

Investors are responsible for their own trading decisions if they haven't sought advice

objective when select-

0
m
J

from broker - dealers, and many are unfamiliar with online trading. To help, the SEC and

ing participants.

the SROs require broker - dealers to furnish investors information relating to margin trad-

• Cr e a t e a n a ge n d a .

ing, have proposed rules concerning privacy of information, and recommended that bro-

• Take notes.

ker- dealers also furnish information about trading risks and best execution of trades.

• Start and finish on

Many of the broker - dealers didn't put this kind of

time. ■

c on t i n ued

on page 29
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INPUT

Can an Ethics Code Change
Behavior? Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor

BRAVO, BALANCED
SCORECARD
Your articleontheBalancedScorecard
in theJanuaryissueof strategic

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS AND FINANCIAL MANAGERS MAY BE SUBJECTED TO

Finance was very informative. My

pressure to "manage" the numbers in preparing financial reports and operating or cap ital budgets. Usually, the rationale for such action is the achievement of an apparently
worthy objective. The question is often asked, "How helpful is an ethics code in motivating behavior ?"
It was this type of scenario that prompted our study to determine what significantly
influences the ethical perceptions of a financial manager when confronted with an ethical dilemma. In particular, it determined what influence the IMA Standards of Ethical
Conduct has on members' ethical perceptions and judgments. The study also compared this influence with that of members' personal moral philosophies (i.e., idealism
or relativism) and with the corporate ethical values of their work
environment. To gather information for this study, we sent a questionnaire to 1,500 randomly selected members of the IMA. A total
of 580 (39%) usable responses were returned.
With 20 questions, a respondent's moral philosophy was
measured to be either an "idealist," one who believes in
and makes use of moral absolutes when making
judgments, or a "relativist, ' one
who would tend to reject universal
moral rules. Overall, the results show
j

department is currently creating critical drivers for both our products and
distribution lines. Weare trying to
bring it down to a departmental level,
and wewerevery interested to see
that aninsurancecompanywasoneof
your chosen "case- studies." Is there
any moreinformation that you can forward that may assist us in thedevelopment of our Balanced Scorecard,
possibly a skeleton of Scottsdale'd
appropriate?
Thankyouforyourresponse,
Betsy C. P e c o r
Financial Analyst
Financial Management Group
National Life Insurance
Company
Your articlecouldnot havecomeat a
better time. I am in theprocess of
restructuringmycompany'sperformanceandevaluationsystem (a100employeesalon, day spa, andretail
storeinRochester,N.Y.). Thebalanced
scorecardseemstobeanorganized
andrelevant methodofmeasuring
employeeperformance.WheremightI
findsomeexamplesof"Balanced
Scorecards"for metousetocustomize
for thedifferent departments within my
company?I certainlyplanonlocating
KaplanandNorton'sbook,but I wanted
to get a sneak peek, so that I can get
started this week.
Linda Kiraly
Accounting Director
Scott Miller Salon and Spa
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that the individuals in this study
were more inclined to favor ideal ism rather than relativism.
Responses to five questions were then used to describe
the corporate culture in respondents' organizations. The
results showed a rather moderate ethical environment.
To measure the effect of the IMA Standards of Ethical Conduct, respondents were
asked to rate the importance of each of the 15 specific rules it contains as guiding principles in their work. The overall average response showed a high degree of relevance to
the workplace.
The study used three scenarios having ethical implications to assess ethical perception
and judgment. Respondents were first asked to indicate their agreement with the action
taken by a corporate controller (measuring ethical judgment). Respondents were then
asked whether the scenario involves an ethical situation (measuring ethical perception).
Using regression analysis and related tests of statistical significance, the researchers deter mined that the IMA Standards of Ethical Conduct had more influence on both ethical
perception and ethical judgment than either of the other two variables.
The study concludes that the IMA Standards of Ethical Conduct can have significant
influence on the ethical behavior of these financial managers. Thus, it can be a useful
c o n t i n u e d on pa g e 28
management tool by providing guidance in dealing with

METHOD
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More Auditor Proposals
from SEC I Stephen Barlas, Editor
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
apparently went overboard when it

still a long way from an offer of

reported that SEC Chairman Arthur

aloud about the effectiveness of

amnesty. Levitt did wonder

Levitt, Jr., was set to offer "amnesty"

accounting industry internal

to accounting firms for past indis-

controls, especially in light of

cretions if they set up new comput-

past allegations —some of

er tracking systems to pinpoint

them confirmed —about con-

potential conflicts of interest among

flicts of interest. It was in that

their employees. According to SEC

context that Levitt urged the

spokesman John Heine, when Levitt

industry to come up with a vol-

gave his speech on May 10 at New

untary plan to assess its compli-

York University, the word

ance over the past 15 months with

"amnesty" did not pass his lips.

SEC conflict regulations. The SEC

touched on the possibility of

Levitt did note, however, that the

has been negotiating with Big 5

amnesty, and some Big 5 official

SEC doesn't want to punish "minor

firms over the outlines of such a

may have leaked that to the WSJ.

past mistakes." That statement is

plan. Those discussions may have

But Levitt

c o n t i n u e d on n e x t p a g e
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Communicate and Negotiate
ONE OF THE MOST VALUABLE SKILL SETS FOR
entry -level finance and accounting professionals is
communication. Survey after survey has

of the shoulders, 'that's the way it's always been,' or
some other whining response,"
Communication basics, covered here

emphasized this point. A little book, Com-

in detail, include using body language

mu ni ca t e an d Negotiate, by Rick E.

and finding the preferred communication

Schroeder, CMA, makes an important con-

channel of you and your opponent: visu-

tribution to this often neglected area.

al, auditory, or feeling. The author

Whether it's negotiating with a union

describes some of the most common tac-

bargaini ng team, asking your bos s for a

tics used in negotiations (including the

raise, or divvying up household duties,

car dealer's favorite "higher authority"

the principles are the same. First, Schroed-

ploy) and explains the countertactics to

er emphasizes, you must learn to listen.

nullify their effectiveness.

Real listening may involve actually
repeating or paraphrasing the words of

"The key to successful negotiating,"
according to Schroeder, "is to determine

the other p erson to e nsure that you under stand what

your interests, and the interests of the other party, and

he or she is saying. And ask questions, but never ask

in doing so, identify interests you have in common." As

why: "Why is an emotional word. Ask your children

a tool to accomplishing this, the reader is offered the

why. The an swers you get are, 'I don't know,' a shrug

"Schroeder Interest Bargain

c o n t i n u e d on n e x t p a g e
July 2 0 0 0
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Model," which breaks down in a

said nothing about it in his speech.
He did say something about the
Independence Standards Board
(ISB), which the American Institute
of CPAs (AICPA) and SEC created
three years ago. Levitt implicitly
criticized it for being too beholden
to the accounting industry and said
its membership mix should be
changed so that there's a majority
of nonaccounting- industry members on the ISB. Currently, board
membership is split evenly between
industry and nonindustry members. Levitt also outlined in very
broad terms some upcoming rulings on the subject of auditor
independence.

grid the interests of each party in
the categories of Political, Economic, Social, Family, and Spiritual/
Values.
This 114 -page, readable guide to
communication, negotiation, mediation, and arbitration is a primer
for effective communication in the
home, at work, or at play. You can
get a copy of the book from the
author's website at www.communicatenegot iate.com or from
www.amcrzon.com. Because the
author is an IMA member, he's
offering a discount to those IMA
members who order the book from
his website. ■

Bob Randall
[ E T H I C S ] c o n t ' d f r o m p. 23

workplace ethical dilemmas that are
occurring today with increasing
frequency.
However, no Code of Conduct
will have value unless employees are
familiar with its contents and are
comfortable in anonymously reporting violations. Ethics training is an
important component of good management practice. Also, top management reinforcement of ethical
behavior is an essential element in
the creation of an ethical work
environment. ■
Dr. Otto B. Martinson, CMA, CFM,
CPA, and Dr. Douglas E. Ziegenfuss,
CMA, CPA, CIA, are professors in the
Department of Accounting, Old
Dominion University.
Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, CPA, CIA,
CFE, Ed.D., is the Ledger & Quill
Research Professor, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, Chicago.
His e-mail address is
cverscho @condor. depaul. edu
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SEC Forms Task Force on
Financial Reporting
Charles Niemeier has replaced Walter Schuetze as chief accountant of
the division of enforcement.
Schuetze exits from the SEC a second time — before he first retired he
was director of the office of chief
accountant. Niemeier will perform
all of Schuetze's duties with one
important addition: chief counsel
of the division's new Financial
Fraud Task Force. This task force
will look for companies who have
come up with innovative —and
allegedly illegal —ways to manage
their earnings. Richard Walker,
director of the division of enforcement, says, "We are fortunate to
have Charley help lead the SEC's
stepped -up fight against financial
and accounting fraud. As both an
accountant and a lawyer, Charley is
uniquely qualified to spearhead our
efforts to root out and prosecute
those who cook their books." Since
1989, Niemeier has been with the
white -shoes Washington, D.C., law
firm of Williams and Connolly.

Before that, he was employed by
precursors to some Big 5 firms.

Administration Unrepentant
on Export Tax Credits
The Clinton administration has
announced it will ask Congress to
change a law that allows U.S. companies to claim tax credits for
exports. These particular tax credits
are tied to foreign sales corporations —paper companies —that are
set up in foreign countries. This past
winter, the World Trade Organization (WTO) acted on a complaint
from the European Union and ruled
that the U.S. tax credit is the equivalent of a government subsidy, a condition illegal under WTO rules. But
instead of agreeing to cancel the tax
credit, the Clinton administration
has decided to expand it by allowing
U.S. companies to claim the credit
for sales made by actual manufacturing subsidies located in foreign
countries. The EU isn't happy with
the decision: "If hunting elephants is
prohibited by an international
treaty, a national law which allows
elephants to be hunted will not be
brought in line with the treaty by
passing a new law that says that
giraffes also can be hunted.'

Deductibility of Stock
Options
A House subcommittee passed a bill
that would encourage companies to
make stock options available to a
broader range of employees, but the
bill still needs to be approved by the
House Ways & Means Committee
before going to the House floor.
Despite AFL -CIO complaints about
defects in the legislation, Democrats
are conceptually in tune with the
bill, which is being pushed by
Republican House leader Rep. John
Boehner (R.- Ohio). ■
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information on their websites, which
was a detriment to investors, the
SEC said.
The other major complaint from

Receive 17 hours of CPE Credit
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Exhibit Hall for only $195!

investors was that they lost money or
missed financial opportunities
because they didn't understand how
online trading actually worked. One
of the things the GAO found here
was that online broker - dealers didn't
generally inform investors about the
privacy of their data or disclose the
risks related to online trading on
websites. This is a real problem,
GAO said, because customers of
online broker - dealers don't have
direct access to the markets —they
have to go through their dealers.
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monitor these records to ensure that
firms have adequate capacity to serve
their customers.
• The SEC chairman should
ensure that broker - dealers with
online trading systems include accurate and complete information on
their websites in the key investor
protection areas of risk disclosure,
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SOFTWARE POWERS THE INTERNET-

transformation
trategic management tactics in today s swiftly

agers the ability, for the first time, to make decisions based on a

changing economy bear little resemblance to

trustworthy analysis of relevant costs, rather than on intuition or

the planning strategies of even a year ago. The

ad hoc analysis. IPALCO and IPL implemented Oracle Financials

Internet has changed everything.

in 1998, adding Activity -Based Management in 1999.

To survive in the new economy, companies

Oracle ABM lets IPALCO more accurately allocate both

must make the transition to e- business, which alters the very

direct and indirect costs to the hundred or so cost objects in

core of how companies manage growth and plan the future.

the accounting system. We have four major units at one site,

Successful e- businesses are developing a deep, real -time

says Plunkett. We collected fuel costs by each unit, but we

understanding of both internal processes and external dynam-

never really captured employees labor or how much time they

ics of the marketplace.
IPALCO Enterprises, a multistate energy company whose primary subsidiary is Indianapolis Power & Light Co. (IPL), is a key

were spending in maintenance on unit one versus unit four.
With ABM we re now capturing that information.
We also had several hundred people whose time was all

example. We need to be able to understand and measure our

charged to one or two account numbers. Now we re getting

critical business processes in order to be able to improve serv-

reports that break those costs down into activities.

ice, says Steve Plunkett, IPALCOs controller. Businesses are
really just a collection of processes. The problem is that tradi-

LINKING STRATEGIC PLANNING TO EXECUTION

tional accounting systems do not capture costs in that way. We

Strategic planning must be followed by action. In 1999,

need to be able to connect our costs to our processes if we are

Mobistar, a subsidiary of France Telecom, used Oracle Bal-

really to be in a position to improve.

anced Scorecard (OBSC) to create the Mobistar Aligned Score-

Ask a group of CFOs to identify their greatest information

card (MASC). Mobistar uses MASC to translate strategy into

needs and you re likely to hear a variation on IPALCO s theme:

quantifiable performance indicators that measure points of

managing enterprise operating costs and measuring customer

progress toward strategic objectives.

and product profitability. The need for nimble strategic plan-

This Brussels -based mobile telephony company has experi-

ning and agile management is not new, says Oracle CFO Jeff

enced dramatic growth in both customer base and revenue

Henley. Raw data exists in most organizations to inform more

since its launch in 1996. Mobistar has more than 1 million

sophisticated decision making, and bold new techniques have
arisen in the science of organizational management. What s

mobile telephone customers and is aggressively expanding the
range of its telecommunications services. Mobistars manage-

been missing is the enabling technology, and that s where the

ment is now relying on its Oracle -based MASC to retain its

Internet comes in. Companies that harness its power will

leadership position.

emerge as leaders.
To get at real costs and unit profitability, IPALCO tumed to Ora-

indicators (KPIs), says Oracle s Henley, and the great value of

cle s Internet - enabled Strategic Enterprise Management (SEM)

KPIs is that if you can measure something, you can improve it.

suite of applications. The SEM suite includes Activity -Based Man-

The beauty of the Mobistar Aligned Scorecard is that it gives

agement, Balanced Scorecard, Strategy Formulation, and Value -

people at all levels a measurement framework, and then it gives

Based Management. Each component is designed to work

them feedback.

separately or in tandem with other components.

A balanced scorecard approach relies on key performance

Mobistar s first steps in creating MASC were to identify the
25 key processes that underlie the company

DRIVING PROFITABILITY
Activity -based management (ABM) methods show which products and customers are profitable by allocating costs to the low-

work and to

develop three or four KPIs linked to each process and another
20 strategic KPIs to address results such as churn rate and
market share.

est possible level of detail. Accurate cost information can then

Then we decided to go one step further and link back to

be distributed throughout the organization, giving frontline man-

the vision of the company, says Bernard Ghillebaert, general

ADVERTISEMENT
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MANAGING FOR VALUE IN AN INTERNET ECONOMY
manager of Mobistar.

and measure its effectiveness.

That brought us to our next challenge, adds Ghillebaert,
which was to deploy the vision, mission, values, and strategy of
Mobistar throughout the organization and bring all our team

INCREASING SHAREHOLDER VALUE
I think what you start to capture in the Oracle SEM model is

members, projects, action plans, and operational processes into

the intellectual capital of a company, says Ghillebaert. We can

alignment. For Mobistar, that alignment means balancing these

now capture the elements that are not traditionally measured.

elements from four perspectives: customer, team member,

For example, time to market is a critical success factor for us,

shareholder, and business partner.

but if I go into my annual report, I won t find that kind of informa-

We quickly realized we needed a measurement system to

tion. We also can include benchmarking data. For every KPI, if

link all these things up, says Ghillebaert. But we needed more

you can find some benchmarking data that you can put inside

than just a measure; we needed to get at root cause analysis.
Identifying the root cause tells you what to do next.

the database, you can compare yourself to best in class.
Another key component of Oracle SEM is Value-Based Man-

MASC also let Mobistar set project priorities, create a filter-

agement, an analytical application that lets executives derive

ing system to maintain focus on those priorities, and to estab-

their corporate valuation metric of choice. It might be return on

lish a flexible system for continuous review. We needed a very

net assets (RONA), shareholder value (SVA), cash flow return on

flexible system that would enable us to take into account all

investment (CFROI) or economic value added (EVAfi) a nything

the external factors such as mergers, acquisitions, new prod-

that gives managers insight into which components of their

ucts, new competitors, price wars, service wars a nything that

business create or diminish shareholder value. By understand-

would suggest different kinds of actions, says Ghillebaert.

ing key drivers of corporate value, managers will be able to predict and manage movements in their companies share price.

SETTING GO ALS AND OBJECTIVES
The competitive e- business environment is enabling compa-

BUILD A SMARTER E BUSINESS

nies to continuously evaluate strategy and adapt quickly. The

As companies turn to e- business, business intelligence

flexibility Mobistar built into the Oracle -based MASC is central

becomes a corporate imperative. Managers who implement the

to the company s ability to set goals in a turbulent climate.

tools to develop understanding of internal processes and exter-

MASC is not just a dashboard of numbers; it also gives us
an enterprise -wide view, says Ghillebaert. When we held a
meeting of our functional business managers in December, all

nal dynamics of both the marketplace and the competition will
emerge as leaders.
The integrated Oracle suite of products has helped us to

the various process owners reported on the status of their KPIs

position ourselves for increasing our profitability and share-

and could see the impact on an enterprise -wide basis. That was

holder value in a wide -open and volatile utility marketplace,

the first time since we implemented the system in August that

says IPALCO s Plunkett. We now have smarter and better tools

we sat down and actually saw the benefits being played out in

for incorporating external factors into our management strate-

real time with links to real data.

gies, and we have much more effective ways to get information

Oracle s Balanced Scorecard is designed to take goal- setting

to management.

to the next level with the Oracle Strategy Formulation (OSF). OSF

Mobistar, like IPALCO, has implemented a range of Oracle

lets managers plan collaboratively using strategy tools, including

Applications. The integration of SEM with our Oracle databases

simulation and predictive modeling, to engage in the new man-

and other applications was important, says Mobistar General

agement process of dynamic strategy. OSF also will provide an

Manager Ghillebaert, but the main reason was sufficient flexi-

external perspective on the economic and competitive environ-

bility, and the fact that with this tool, you have no rules.

ment. The strategy formulation process results in quantifiable

We have a strong growth imperative at Mobistar, and its

objectives that can be measured using Oracle Balanced Score-

very important to us that the various components can help to

card. Hence, Oracle SEM enables companies to both set strategy

shape the attitudes that affect how we do business.

For more information please go to: http : / /www.oracle.com /go / ?strategy1
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DAVID T. SCHWEITZ HAS BEEN named
Executive Director of the Institute of
Management Accountants. He has nearly
25 years in the financial services industry,
17 years as president/CEO. Previously, he
held a number of management positions
of increasing responsibility and scope.
Most recently, he held the position of
president/chief executive officer of Mid
Atlantic Farm Credit, headquartered in
Westminster, Md. A graduate of the
University of Nebraska, Schweitz earned a
B.S. degree, Economics, 1971.
In making the announcement, IMA
President C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, CMA,
CFM, said, "Dave Schweitz is an experienced executive with extensive leadership
and team - building knowledge that will
enable the IMA to further meet the needs
of individual members and corporate
sponsors."
In an interview with Strategic Finance,
Dave said that the biggest obstacle in the
new job is declining membership. "The
biggest challenge is starting us on the
growth path again." He admitted, "There
is no easy solution." But, "Once accounting professionals look at IMA as a value
proposition, they will start joining again.
Right now we don't know what that value proposition is, but we intend to find
out." His primary initial goal, he said, is
"to get IMA's members excited about being members. To do that we'll develop
and deliver even more of the valueST RATEGIC FIN AN C E

I July

2000

added services our members want.'
He noted that he is working on a total
marketing plan for the Institute. "Once we
have a marketing plan in place we'll make
it happen," he said.
Another of his goals, he told Strategic
Finance, is to generate enough annual revenues to pay annual operating expenses.
Revenue generated by IMA investments
should be used on new projects for the
future, he believes. He noted that at every
organization he has served he has been
able to grow the asset base and membership base. It's just a matter of time, he
said, to turn the IMA membership
around.
Why did he take on the job of executive
director of one of the oldest and most prestigious associations in the accounting/
finance field? He said that after 25 years in
the financial services industry he felt it was
time to make a change. One of the attractions of the job was that IMA is an organization with 70,000 members. He noted that
there are "a lot of things you can do with a
membership that size."
Another attraction for him was the international scope of IMA. Because he believes that most organizations will be operating in the international arena, he felt it
was a good opportunity for him.
Currently a resident of Minot, N.D.,
Dave, his wife Janice, and two sons,
Theodore and John, will relocate to New
Jersey. ■
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TOSAVEMONEYAND
ENSUREYOUR

Strategic
Risk
Financing
COMPANY'SSAFETY,YOUMIGHT
WANTTOLOOKAT

INTEGRATEDRISKMANAGEMENT.

BY THOMAS G. KAISER

Over the last five years, ultimate responsibility for
corporate risk management has climbed out of the
business units and into the boardroom. As companies have increasingly come to understand the
nature of risk in all its forms, it has become clear to
CFOs, treasurers, and other financial executives
that risk management is a fundamental activity
that must take a bird's eye view of the company's
activities and how they fit together. At its core, the
corporation is nothing but a bundle of risks tied
together by twine woven by management. If suffiZ
0
N
w

cient thought doesn't go into the weaving process,

W

a

the bundle will simply fall apart. Managing your
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Z

risks in an integrated fashion will keep the bundle

0

together.
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The company must manage the risks it holds
on an aggregate, horizontal basis, using the
most efficient risk management and financing
tools available.
Research conducted by
Zurich Corporate Solutions
suggests that 12% of Fortune
1,000 companies are already
developing an integrated
approach to managing risk,
while an additional 50% are
starting to explore the possibilities such an approach would
represent. There are many reasons for this new approach to
risk management and risk
financing, but the most compelling argument for integrated risk management is cost. As
financial professionals, you
know from investment portfolio theory that investors can
increase returns without
increasing their level of risk by careful portfolio selection.
The revolution in risk management theory has been to
extend this thinking to the activities of the corporation.
This theory has two aspects: First, senior management
has to ensure that the corporation's investments are on
the "efficient frontier" by carefully distributing scarce
financial resources. Second, the company must manage
the risks it holds on an aggregate, horizontal basis, using
the most efficient risk management and financing tools
available. What I want to concentrate on is the second
task —the role of the integrated risk financing program.

WHYINTEGRATEDRISKFINANCING?
Integrated risk financing has become a hot issue for many
reasons. They include:
THEEVOLUTIONOFTHEUNDERSTANDINGOFRISK. A
risk is a risk is a risk —and the return that a particular
sort of risk should generate for a firm should, in context,
be no more or less than other risks the company runs. At
the very least, the company should understand the risks
it's running and how they fit into the "risk package" it
36
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represents to shareholders.
Many organizations are paying insurance premiums to
cover the loss of, say, a $50
million building in a fire,
while, at the same time, the
treasury department is leaving financial risks worth hundreds of million of dollars
uncovered. Alternatively, the
treasury department frantically hedges every risk
through the capital markets,
spending money on risk
management commissions,
while the insurance risk
department crafts a careful
self - insurance strategy to
keep most of the company's
so- called "event risk" on the company's books.

THENEEDFORREDUCEDEARNINGSVOLATILITY. We
live in risky times. This riskiness has led to ever greater
demands from investors for managers to reduce volatility
of earnings. If earnings are volatile, investors demand a
greater return on their capital, which is more difficult to
achieve in volatile conditions. Managers are looking for
ways to provide investors with the returns they seek without exposing their capital to the vagaries of financial,
market, event, and other risks that present a downside
exposure without a corresponding upside.
ENHANCEDTECHNOLOGYANDMETRICS. We know
more and more about the technical nature of risk and its
impact on corporate performance. Techniques and tools
for the measurement and reporting of risk have proliferated in recent years. Value -at -risk (VaR), capital -at -risk
(CaR), risk - adjusted - capital -at -risk (RaCaR), risk- adjusted- return -on- risk - adjusted - capital (RaRoRaC) —the list
goes on. But it's only sensible to invest in an understanding of risk if the corporation believes it can use this
understanding to improve its performance for investors.

A Double- Trigger Solution
A LARGE U.S. NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION wanted to take a look at risk
holistically to see what advantages such an approach could bring to
its enterprise. The group's specific interest was the hedging and incorporation of an overall risk financing product. As with many large nonprofit organizations, this organization had very sizable endowments.
With the run -up of the stock market in recent years, the value of the
endowments had almost doubled. The nonprofit was essentially
living off of the return, and it wanted to do something to lock in that
profit.
The organization could tolerate the financial impact of insurance related loss and, within certain parameters, could withstand equity
losses, but it couldn't absorb the two occurring together. Zurich Corporate Solutions designed a "double- trigger" solution to address the potentiality of both events occurring in a given period.
With this dual - trigger mechanism, ZCS saved the client $10 million
over the client going to the capital markets to hedge a fall in equity. In
addition to the powerful economic benefits, the client could budget
and project its risk financing in a more stable manner. Instead of look-

comes —and thus reduce the risk of
investing in a particular asset —
enabling liquidity in assets that would
otherwise be unbuyable and unsellable.
So Bernstein concluded that banks and
insurers are in the same business —the
business of providing liquidity. Being
in the same business, the two institutions are bound to converge.
Notwithstanding the elegance and
novelty of Bernstein's recent argument,
banks and insurers have been in the
process of converging their businesses
for many years. Mergers between banks
and insurance companies, such as that
between Traveler's and Citibank and
between Credit Suisse and Winterthur,
have been interpreted as ways for these
companies to leverage their distribution systems to be able to push a
broader variety of product to the retail
customer. But for corporations, the
consolidations mean they might be
doing business with one institution
that provides end -to -end portfolio risk
management solutions. These solutions
will be a combination of finance, insurance, and alternative risk transfer.

ing at annual cycles and different carriers, the client now has longterm covered limits, stable pricing, and reduced frictional costs associated with annual renewals.

THE CONVERGENCE OF THE FINANCIAL AND
INSURANCE MARKETS. Bankers and insurers have come to

the realization that they're in the same business —the
business of managing risk. At the Zurich Corporate Symposium this May, renowned author and risky thinker
Peter Bernstein presented a novel view on this fact.
Financial markets, Bernstein said, reduce risk because
they increase liquidity. If financial markets didn't exist,
the investor would be forced to buy and hold assets
because there would be no easy way to find a buyer
should he /she change his /her mind about the investment's potential and want to sell. So financial markets
provide liquidity for those assets that have become standard commodities.
Insurance markets also provide liquidity. They allow
investors to reverse the consequences of unfavorable out-

THERISKREVOLUTION

Each of these imperatives, combined
with other forces shaping the marketplace for risk solutions, means that
companies are undergoing a revolution in the way they
handle risk. This revolution looks at risk from the top of
the corporation, from a horizontal perspective that looks
across risk "silos" and categories, recognizes the impact of
each risk on the balance sheet, and finances it using the
most efficient tools available in the marketplace. This revolution is similar in its consequences to the shift in group
purchasing or the change in the corporate landscape
when Japanese manufacturing inspired a shift to just -intime operations. Many people believe integrated risk
financing is simply a better, more efficient way of running a corporation. And the risk revolution will have a
profound impact on companies' financial structures and,
ultimately, bottom lines.
But what does all this mean for corporate financial
professionals? How is integrated risk management done
July 2 0 0 0
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It's rare that the only benefit of changing the
company's approach to risk management and
financing is a new risk financing program.
in practice? The first rule of
successful risk integration is
that it must be driven from
the top of the corporation. If,
at a minimum, the chief financial officer doesn't understand
the benefits, efforts will be in
vain. But once the CFO is on
board, the process becomes an
extremely informative exercise
in corporate discovery. It's rare
that the only benefit of changing the company's approach to
risk management and financing is a new risk financing
program.
The process takes place in six
steps:
1. RISK IDENTIFICATION. Risks are identified by look-

ing at the company as a whole— publicly available information is often valuable here. This information is then
used in a series of brainstorming sessions with key individuals, the aim of which is to identify the risks within
the organization to produce the raw information for the
portfolio analysis.
2. RISK ASSESSMENT. Next, the results of the risk
identification process are analyzed in terms of their probability and severity. You can use a matrix of severity definitions that attempt to give the results depth and
meaning.
3. RISK PROFILING. These results are translated into a
risk profile, gathering important risks into "risk families"
ranging from high probability negligible outcomes to low
probability disasters. You can use this profile to determine
priority for risk mitigation strategies.
4. RISK QUANTIFICATION. Risk families considered
suitable for subsequent modeling can be assessed more
fully in a follow -up process, when actual loss amounts
and probabilities are estimated and distributions or confidence limits are added to these estimates. Typically these
estimates are based on opinions of several experts combined with any valid loss data available.
38
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S. RISK CONSOLIDATION.

Risks analyzed at divisional or
subsidiary level need to be
aggregated up to corporate level. This can be a subjective
Total Risk Profiling analysis
performed by a high- quality
team or a mathematical
process if sufficient quantification is possible.
B. RISK SOLUTION DEVELOPMENT. Using this informa-

tion about the risk profile, you
can develop a solution for your
company that addresses the
key risk issues it faces. This
solution can involve simple
risk management steps —which include things such as
"get out of the business of making widgets" or "install
sprinklers in all company warehouses " — through to complex financial solutions including risk securitization; multi -year, multi -peril insurance solutions; and other recently
developed techniques for parceling and transferring risk.
See the sidebar on p.37 for a look at how one company
went through this process and the benefits it derived.
If you want your company to head down this route,
you must be prepared to analyze itsoperations and financial structures from a new perspective. Solutions
providers need to match the company's willingness to
look `outside the box" with strong capital, access to the
capital markets, and the tools to make solutions work.
But the combination of a company willing to look at
itself from an integrated risk perspective and a company
willing to enter into the kind of partnership needed to
make solutions work provides unbeatable competitive
advantage. ■
Thomas G. Kaiser is head ofthe Corporate Customer Division and member of the Enlarged Group Executive Board of
Zurich Financial Services. In this capacity he has overall
responsibility for Zurich Corporate Solutions. You can reach
Tom at thomas.kaiser @zurich.com.
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ABetterWaytoMeasureCompanyGrowth

BY JAMES B. HANGSTEFER

s all financial professionals know, the underlying
purpose of every business enterprise is to create
value for its customers, employees, and owners.
This must happen year -in and year -out, or the company can
become marginal and face serious problems. In today's fast paced market environment driven by technology and the
Internet, this risk has become magnified for those companies
that remain wedded to yesterday's ideas and practices.
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Take measurement, for example. Many of the financial
metrics we work with today were developed nearly 100
years ago when business was conducted much more slowly. Yet issues of time and growth momentum, which these
financial metrics fail to measure, are more
critical than at any time in the past.
Only innovation in strategy and
operations drives company
growth —not money, plans, budgets, or schedules. And innovation occurs only through the
competence, ideas, actions,
and energies of a company's
people, individually and collectively. One current measurement trend is to look at the
"intellectual capital" of a business.
That's important, but it's a static
measure of potential performance.
Operational dynamics —how people communicate, cooperate, and coordinate —is the more
fundamental consideration in producing the innovation
needed to keep a company strong in its marketplace.
Understanding the forces —both good and bad —at work
in a company's operational dynamics is the key to building growth momentum.
Traditional accounting reports are useful for external
reporting, but they're woefully inadequate for guiding
internal decision making that seeks growth in today's
changing marketplace. I've developed what I call
"Momentum Indicators,"
pt for
inter-

tions toward building company growth momentum.
What are momentum indicators? They're a group of
quantitative and qualitative metrics that measure a company's strategic and operational effectiveness in increasing its strength. They cover five areas: market
position strength, organizational vitality,
Productivity gain, financial performance, and stakeholder value produced. The starting point in
putting Momentum Indicators
to work is a new metric,
"Revenue Margin "(REM),
which provides a quantitative
look at market position
strength for any company.

Understanding
the forces —both good
and bad—at work in a
company's operational
dynamics is the key to
building growth
REVENUEMARGIN
Revenue margin is calculated by
momentum.
subtracting from gross margin all sell -

)pera-

ing costs included in the SG&A line of a
conventional generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) income statement. It's the profit from a
company's revenue generation system, and it's the only
source for a company's operating profit.
The subtracted selling costs are comprehensive and
include all field selling expenses (payroll, commissions,
benefits, expense accounts, prospecting); all customer service and support expenses including field maintenance
and warranty expenses; all marketing expenses including
product/service management, market research, sales promotion, and advertising; and all distribution and delivery
expenses.
Research and development expenses and G&A expenses
are paid for from revenue margin as are all other company
operating expenses. What remains is operating profit.
REM is the aggregate total revenue margin for a company. Two subcategories are also important. Product/service revenue margin (PREM) is the aggregate revenue
margin produced by a specific product/service line. Variable product revenue margin ( VAREM) is the incremental
revenue margin produced by changes in unit volume of a
particular product or service. You can use both PREM and
VAREM for analyzing or forecasting the impact of product/service mix and unit volume on company revenue
margin. They're also primary references for making pricing decisions for individual products and services.

WHATREVENUEMARGINTELLSYOU
Revenue margin integrates into a single indicator the
42
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combined impact on company operating profit from
changes in Avenue level, pricing, cost, and productivity
in the revenue generation system.
Customers are willing to pay for value only as they perceive value. Every company's market - position strength
defines its potential to obtain customer orders and thereby to produce profitable revenue. Change in REM is a
direct measure of such strength. Growth in REM is an
indicator of customer satisfaction, growing company productivity, or both. Declining revenue margin is a clear
signal It customer loyalty may be at risk, company pro ductivi is falling, prices are under pressure, or costs are

1

right

rising
too of
fast.
A static orserious
declining
trendproblem
in RE is a
vital sign
potentially
future

route.
Analysis that

Trends in REM, for the company as a whole and for
individual products /services, are the most tellifg financial
measures for indicating overall market - position strength.
If revenue margin t is declining, expense reduction and /or
policy changes can keep up a company's net income and
cash flow for a while, but eventually they will fall unless

uses PREM and

re v e n u e m a rg i n i n c r e a se s. O n l y c o n si st e n t g r o wt h i n

REM can provide increased operating profit over
the long term. Trends in REM, not revenue
or Rross margin, are the best quantitative'measure of company growth!

VAREM can guide pricing
structure and individual product/service strategy decisions. The relative importance of price is in itself a useful
measure of market - position strength. Being able to raise
prices without losing volume or incurring customer
anger is a key qualitative indicator of that strength.
As markets mature, PREM from older products /services comes under pressure and

usually declines as the result of price
reductions and perhaps declining
sales brought on by the normal
forces of marketplace competition. As products mature, a
momentum - focused company
anticipates the impact this will
have on profit and brings out

Referring to
PRODUCINGREMGROWTH
revenues,some people
The usual contributors to
growth in REM are increased
sales of existing products /serbelieve in the saw "grow or
vices, the advent of improved
die" without taking into improved or new ones early
and new products /services,
optimized pricing, productivity
enough to prevent reduction in
account the other side, revenue margin. Intel is a prime
gains, product/services cost
example of a company that purreduction, and more effective
"grow
and
die."
sues this strategy with its line of
strategies for sales and product management. The fastest way to increase REM
in the short term is to increase sales of existing

microprocessors.
Referring to revenues, some people believe

products — always a high priority. Of course, seeking pro-

in the saw "grow or die," without taking into account the

ductivity gains in the revenue generation activities, both

other side, "grow and die." The distinction between the

order fulfillment and selling, is also important.

two is in revenue margin level and the time span in which

Of the many issues affecting growth in REM, none is

revenue growth takes place. Rapid revenue growth might

more important than product pricing. Every dollar up or

or might not lead to higher profit, but it always leads to

down in price directly affects REM. Financial managers

increased cash needs for working capital. Revenue growth

should be familiar with the price - volume elasticity in

can also exert short -term strains in company operations

their company's market niches. When demand is relative-

that could cause problems with product quality or pro-

ly insensitive to price change, sometimes a higher price is

ductivity, late deliveries, poor customer support, and

the right route to higher REM. But when you can obtain

excessive costs.
Where, how, and when to grow in revenue are key con-

sufficiently higher volume, a lower price might be the
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siderations when you're establishing a strategic approach
to both growth and profit. Sometimes a focused push to
raise revenue level can inhibit long -term operating profit
if better marketplace opportunities are sidetracked by the
effort. The only road to long -term profit growth is sorting
out revenue opportunities and staying within a wellthought -out strategy that provides opportunity for longterm growth in revenue margin, not just revenues.

GROWTHANDPROFITEXPECTATIONS
The words "growth" and "profit" are
so common in business that it
would seem unnecessary to think
twice about them, but you
should. Most financial managers
think of growth in financial
terms such as revenue or net
earnings (or earnings per share).
Certainly every manager should
have explicit expectations for company performance in these areas and
in other financial areas as well, including revenue margin, operating profit, cash
flow, and return on net assets. But growth also
refers to nonfinancial areas such as market- position
strength, organizational vitality, productivity, and company
reputation. Growth in these nonfinancial areas drives every
aspect of long -term financial growth.
Defining growth goals only in financial terms without
linking them to essential strengthening actions in the key
nonfinancial areas amounts to wishful thinking. Downsizing as a means to raise operating profit usually is
demoralizing and cuts organizational vitality and produc-

these decisions be directed toward long -term company
strength.
Revenue margin growth has to be sufficiently large to
allow for enough ongoing investment in company and
product/service development to perpetuate a positive
investment /result feedback loop. Where and how to invest
for development are critical questions with no easy
answers. The decisions are further complicated by
the fact that these investment expenses usually must be committed in advance over
a long time span, while future REM
may be uncertain and difficult to
forecast. The best decisions
emanate from a mix of ambition on the part of manage ment, a perceptive and
judicious view of market
opportunities, and the ability
to tolerate risk.
The investment decisions ultimately come down to choosing
which specific projects will have priority and which, if any, projects will be
dropped. Few management decisions are as
critical as these. Market - position strength for several
years ahead depends on making accurate choices. Wellinformed intuition is often the only real guide, and you
have to carefully monitor development progress. Merely
spending more money hardly assures that the choices
being made are good ones or that, even if they are, the
desired result will be forthcoming.

Defininggrowth
goalsonlyinfinancial
termswithoutlinkingthem
tostrengtheningactionsin
thenonfinancialareas
amountstowishful
thinking.

Revenue margin is a powerful indicator of company

Most companies highly covet revenue growth. But revenue growth without growth in revenue margin indicates
a problem. A growth rate in REM at least equal to growth
in revenues is the minimum necessary to provide adequate funds for ongoing momentum - building efforts and
to simultaneously maintain operating profit growth.

growth momentum, and it's a unique management guide
that provides both early warning of pending problems
and confirmation of results from strategic and tactical
actions. As REM uses data now available in every company, it can be easily integrated into any management information system now in use. ■

MANAGEMENTSTRATEGY

James Hangstefer is president of Cordel Associates in
Waltham, Mass., and author of Creating and Sustaining
Company Growth: An Entrepreneurial Perspective for
Established Companies (Burton - Merrill Press, 1997). His
career spans four decades as an entrepreneur, a CEO, an
investor, and a director of seven companies. You can reach him
at(781)487-0030 orihcordel @earthlink.net. For more information about his book, visit www.growth- momentum.com.

To a great degree, the amount of money an organization
spends in product and company development and productivity gain is discretionary. Because these expenses
usually reduce today's net income, management has to
decide between short- and long -term options. If the company is to sustain consistency in revenue margin growth
as well as in operating profit growth, it's essential that
44
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Anactivity-basedanalysis
frameworkstrongenoughto
spanyourentireenterprise...
Astrategicdecision-support
systemthatdeliverstargeted
informationto everylevel
ofthebusiness...
Thecornerstoneofbusiness
performancemanagement...
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`net' returns
P U R C H AS I N G AND SELLING O NL I NE

With a new website launching every 7.5 seconds, few people would
deny how dramatically the Internet landscape has changed over the

SM AL L
BUSINESSES

last five years —or even the last two years. Businesses have

E S P E C I AL L Y CAN
BENE FIT FROM

had more and faster access to customers, yet they've
also faced more competition for customers. Small

P A R T I C I P A T I N G IN A
G L O B AL M A R K E T P L AC E .

businesses, in particular, are finding themselves in
a dilemma. How do they compete with better-

BY ALEXANDER
STRAUB

funded dot -coms and mega -firms that have more
money, more resources, and more brute marketing presence? The

simple answer is the Internet, and the complex answer, the Internet.
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For selling services, the Internet makes the precise
bricks- and - mortar location less important, but launching
a viable e- commerce site is a costly, time - consuming venture that's far too daunting for many small business owners. For purchasing, a growing company may see the
advantages and savings a Web -based procurement system
can provide, but a feature -rich purchasing solution is
priced out of consideration.
So, what's a small business to do? How can the company focus on its core business —while solving these seemingly "simple" but time - intensive operational questions?
The answer is a global e- marketplace.
By creating a critical sales and procurement channel
that's simple to use, an e- marketplace invites small business owners into the game.

SELLING ONLINE
Let's take the example of a CFO at a small payroll services
firm. His duties cover a wide range of responsibilities,
and his bottom line is high profits, low expenditures. He
wants to increase his business by marketing and
selling his services online, but impleJ
ing an e- commerce software solutior
costly. Even with an e- commerce
presence, a dilemma still remains —
how does he let the world know
his site is out there? Even more
costly than launching a site is
marketing a site effectively,
standing out from other payroll
services firms online when there
may be little, superficially, to differentiate one firm from another.
How does a company stay compet

tive? Participating in an e- marketplace is one way. By
simply registering online, the growing payroll services
business has access to a wide audience of potential customers that are actually searching for a specific business
service, such as payroll outsourcing. Qualified leads
reduce their customer acquisition costs.
Additionally, the payroll services firm can differentiate
itself from other competing firms by tailoring a quote to
the exact needs of the customer. Buyers detail what
they're looking for using an intuitive online "request for
quote" form (RFQ). The firm responds, also online, with
a detailed quote.
For the firm, the investment is minimal— there's no
charge for responding to an RFQ and a small fee for
completing the transaction. Yet an e- marketplace can
greatly impact a business's growth in local, national, and
international markets.
By bringing together buyers and sellers, an e- marketplace allows both businesses to benefit from the efficiencies of an online trading community.

PLEPROCUREMENTSOLUTION
e any other business, the small
>usiness needs a streamlined procurement process and access to a
number of different suppliers
and sources of information.
People looking for a financial
service provider want to know,
first, that they will receive the
quality of service they need and,
second, that they're getting the best
)ssible price. To make sure, the buy eds to review more than a couple of

By simply registering online, a
growing business has access to a
wide audience of potential
customers that are actually searching for a specific business service.
48
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Using an e- marketplace, a business
saves time researching, locating, and
negotiating with multiple vendors
that can meet its needs.

proposals in an easily comparable
framework. Yet as the pace of
business increases, employees of
small companies have less time
to spend on tasks that are outside their daily focus, such as
researching service or office
equipment providers.
A small business purchaser
doesn't have time to source multif
vendors through traditional mean,
as the Yellow Pages, make numerous attempts
at contact, and then wait for a reply.
Using an RFQ marketplace, however, he or she can
streamline the purchase of critical business services and
equipment. The process is simple:
• The buyer specifies his /her service or product criteria
using an intuitive online request- for -quote form.
• Qualified vendors respond to the RFQ and submit
detailed proposals.
• The buyer reviews multiple proposals in a standard,
easy -to -read format.
• The buyer closes the deal with the vendor that best
meets his /her company's needs.

the access to both nationally recognized vendors and "mom and pop
shops," allowing a business to
choose the vendor that best suits
its specific requirements. The
right vendor may be one with a
similarly expanding business,
which maintains the "mom and
lop" experience that makes purchasmuch less formal and more trusted.
hermore, a business purchaser needs
to compare quotes with vital information
detailed and worded similarly! Instead of taking valuable
time to organize and compare quotes, a business using an
RFQ e- marketplace can choose a vendor based on how
the vendor meets its most valued criteria more quickly
and negotiate a deal. Selection made!
For a growing business in today's frenetic marketplace,
the ability to quickly reap the advantages of freely available online services is vital to survival. By getting involved
in a global marketplace, a business embraces the fast paced world of the Internet and has a distinct competitive
advantage over those companies expending resources the
"old- fashioned" way. Come on, join in! ■

For small and midsize businesses, there are multiple
benefits to using an online marketplace as a procurement solution. First, the time savings. What
businessperson doesn't face the stress of not having
enough time in the day to accomplish even necessary
tasks? Using an e- marketplace, a business saves time
researching, locating, and negotiating with multiple
vendors that can meet its needs.
Growing businesses, like larger established businesses,
need access to quality equipment and services at competitive prices. Another benefit of using an e- marketplace is

Alexander Straub, a Rhodes Scholar, is cofounder and vice
chairmanofmondus.com, a global online marketplace for
small and medium -sized businesses. With 130,000 current customers, mondus.com streamlines businesses' procurement of
horizontal services and equipment through an online bidding
system. Straub founded the company in Oxford, England, with
fellow Scholar Rouzbeh Pirouz in April 1999. The company has
120 employees worldwide with offices in the U.S., U.K., France,
and Germany. It is considered oneofEurope's hottest Internet
start -ups, and silicon alley reporter just rated it oneofthe 12
to watch. You can contact Alexander at alex@mondus.com.
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Change Agent

Howa

SELFS
-TARTERCFO
Helped Establish a

EUROPEAN-BASED
Companyin

NORTHAMERICA
"Working for a foreign -based company from day one is an
education. From understanding curt e -mails to handling
conversion rates from krone to dollars, its vital that you
know yours
tuffto succeed. "

—Rick Burtt, CPA, Navision Software

BY MARLENE PITURRO

T H E W 0 R L D I S S H R I N K I N G.Today's revolution in information
technology (IT) allows financial managers all over the world to share data and
communicate with each other using relatively inexpensive computer power.
But barriers to globalization still exist. The world's economies must be
integrated —a step that begins with harmonizing the two major sets of accounting standards -- before businesses can effectively manage both domestic and
international transactions. For example, software packages designed by Americans reflect one standard set —U.S. generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) —but they may not do so well handling multinational, multilingual, or
Jul y 2 0 0 0
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multicurrency applications. On the
other hand, software designed by
Europeans and adhering to International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) standards might not be
suitable for the U.S. market. For
financial professionals, the challenge
of globalization is to find software
tools whose programming reflects and
complies fully with domestic standards yet incorporates capabilities for
international reporting.
This need for dual compliance put
Richard "Rick" Burtt on an unlikely
52
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career path for an American accountant. In 1993 he was working at
Peachtree Software when he stumbled across a fully functional Danish
enterprise resource planning (ERP)
system that wasn't usable in the U.S.
market. But he thought the product
had value, so he stuck with it
through many design iterations. His
dogged determination paid off in an
unusual way. Today Burtt is the CFO
of Navision Software US, a subsidiary of Vedbaek, Denmark -based
Navision Software a /s.

AGLOBALERP
Bringing the product of a European
middle- market IT firm with a good
software product to the United
States presented many challenges for
Burtt and his European colleagues at
Navision Software a /s. The sophistication of ERP software, which covers
everything from inventory management to Web -based customer service
and project costing to order processing and fulfillment, meant there
were many areas where the company
had to reconcile American and Euro-

ILOVEDTHEPRODUCT."WOW,
WHATANENGINE,WHATAPLATFORM,"
ISAIDTOMYSELF.THENIADDED:
"WHATTHEHECKDOTHEYKNOW
ABOUTU.S.ACCOUNTING?"
pean accounting standards. Adding
to the difficulty of cracking the
world's largest and most competitive
software market were the need to
redesign features, the small size of
the European firm, and the strategic
task of evaluating the parent company's business model, particularly
with an eye to creating a financial
structure acceptable to parties on
both sides of the Atlantic. Also
important was ensuring enough
market capitalization until cash flow
and market share were assured. Burtt
had his work cut out for him.
In addition to dealing with the
myriad accounting issues involved in
establishing and maintaining the
U.S. subsidiary of a European firm,
Burn has been instrumental in the
technical aspects of product development. In an interview for Strategic
Finance,he and I discussed the risks,
rewards, and challenges of an
American CPA being the "man on
the ground" for a foreign software
accounting company.
MP: Since you're a CPA, how did
you get involved with software?
RB: I started my career in 1984 as
a normal CPA, but after four years of
audit and taxation I got bored. I
wanted to help CPAs by developing
good accounting software, but the
firm didn't appreciate my unbillable
hours used teaching myself to write
software code, so through networking I found a job at Peachtree, which
develops software for small business-

es. That's where I improved my software skills. It was the school of hard
knocks.
MP: How did the Peachtree job
lead to your position at Navision?
RB: In 1992 I was a product
design analyst on a team developing
a "high -end" product for Peachtree.
For Peachtree, with its off -the -shelf
$99 product for small business, the
"high end" is really the middle market. Shortly thereafter Peachtree cancelled the project; it was too difficult.
That left me without a project.
After a while Bill Goodhew, III,
Peachtree Software's president and
CEO, brought me a Danish product
to evaluate. He started demonstrating the product, and my mouth fell
open. He asked me if the product
was any good. I said: "It doesn't fit
U.S. accounting standards at all, and
it is a finished product.'
Two weeks later Goodhew calls
and says: "I'm negotiating with Jesper Balser [CEO of Navision since
19851 to buy this product.' I got
involved because I understood and
believed in the product.
MP: So there you were with a great
Danish middle- market product in a
company geared for small business.
What happened next?
RB: We were in beta test for eight
months, and everything looked
good. As we were ready to launch the
product, which was called EVISTA at
the time, things came to a halt

because ADP was negotiating to
acquire Peachtree. We were on hold
for almost a year, from 1993 to 1994.
Then ADP finalized the acquisition of Peachtree in 1994. They're
signing the papers and somebody
says: "What's EVISTA ?" They didn't
know about us at all. ADP, a conservative company, saw an untested
product for a new market and
wasn't impressed. "We're not venture
capitalists. We don't do start - ups,"
they said. We had to get funding
elsewhere.
Navision in Denmark kicked in
some money. They realized that
they'd only have to fund the marketing to launch the product in the U.S.
So ADP spun us off with Navision
picking up the majority of shares.
The negotiated share price was $5,
and Navision had 72% of the shares.
ADP had the rest.
MP: What was your initial impression when you realized you'd be working for a Danish firm? Why bother
when the U.S. is the #1 software maker in the world?
RB: My initial response to working for a Danish company was not
positive, but I loved the product.
"Wow, what an engine, what a platform," I said to myself. Then I
added: "What the heck do they know
about U.S. accounting ?" On the surface things looked pretty bad. For
example, there was no check - writing
feature. But I made a judgment call
that I could bring it into line with
U.S. standards.
Making things worse, as a CPA
with no international experience I
didn't know much about European
accounting standards. That made me
hesitate to get involved. Did it support the FASB cash flow statement?
How far off was it from U.S. standards? Would it take two manJuly 2 0 0 0
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months or three man -years to fix it?
Who knew?
Then I got mad at the Danes.
"Who do they think they are making
a product that's not geared for the
American market ?" But it was like a
novel that I couldn't put down.
MP: You didn't put the novel
down?
RB: No, in early 1994 Iwas deeply
involved in completing the program's conversion from the Danish
to the American version when Rene
Stockner, Navision's vice president of
sales and marketing, came here from
Denmark to help me.
When Rene took over, the transition was very traumatic. I was the
guy, and then they brought in this
Dane. At first I was upset, but it was
the right decision. Before the launch
we educated him on the U.S. market,
and he educated us on the product.
He was the bridge between the U.S.
market and the parent company.
MP: What were the nitty- gritty
issues involved in modifying the software so that it would be marketable
and conform to U.S. accounting
standards?
RB: First of all, I argued with the
Danes about writing checks. They
said: "People don't need to write
checks. We transfer funds electronically in Europe." Maybe that was
true in Europe in 1994,but I knew
that Americans would demand
check - writing functionality. That
was just the first of many differences.
I came up with 64 accounting features the U.S. financial manager
would demand. Some were vital.
Others, like variations in cycle times
and inventory, were minor. The
FASB 95 cash flow statement was
extremely important. For inventory
they had standard and average meth54
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ods. We needed FIFO and LIFO,
average, standard, and specific. They
had very limited reports on relationships with customers. In short, they
had the database, but we needed
more and better outputs. I decided
to send an American programmer
[Bill Sanders] to Denmark to make
these critical changes to the product.
Bill thought he was going for three
months, but [he] stayed nine
months because there was so much
to do.

ences between IASC and U.S. GAAP
standards? Are they converging?
RB:When we started, Denmark
didn't have anything like FASB. The
closest thing was and still is the
IASC standards. The items on their
chart of accounts and balance sheet
were inverted, so reading and converting financial statements from the
U.S. to Danish format was a real
challenge. In the U.S. the first item is
cash —which was completely inverted. Revenue was their first line.

EXPECTTOEDUCATEYOURPARENT
COMPANYATEVERYTURN..
EUROPEANSDONT
' UNDERSTAND
THEMAGNITUDEANDFEROCITYOF
COMPETITIONINTHEU.S.
After we incorporated all the features to tailor the product for the
U.S. market, we had to translate it
from U.K. English to American English. I learned that Britain and
America are two countries separated
by a common language.
MP: Then you were ready to be the
CFO, or National Territory Representative as Navision calls it, ofa foreign
company. What does that entail?

RB: The CFO rings in on everything. If sales are down, I'm all over
our sales director. We have to be
proactive trend spotters. Should we
do something else to be more competitive? Our value to headquarters
is that the U.S. market is so important that the parent company looks
to us to set trends. We're in a unique
position. We have to answer to foreign managers, but they rely on us to
represent them in the world's largest
market. It's exciting.
MP: What are the important difter-

Assets —long term came first.
But things have gotten better now.
In the last five years it has become
important for Danes to adopt robust
accounting standards that would be
acceptable for EU reporting requirements. Our parent company CFO,
Lars Hammond, came to the U.S. in
'95 and saw that they should adopt
our standards, starting with the
chart of accounts. He was very open minded. He had 10 countries charting 10 different ways. Most large
companies in Denmark had already
adopted U.S. standards to be international companies. The U.S. standard was the strongest, so he
adopted it. He went back to Denmark and massaged the parent company's product to build a new
template. This was a pleasant
moment for me, to see our model
accepted.
Overall, global standards are
becoming closer. Some financial professionals suggest that the SEC may
accept IASC standards for new offer-

ings, even though they are not as
robust yet as ours. Until they're
beefed up, it won't happen. Over the
long term, the accounting issues
have been less of a problem than I
thought they would be.
MP: How do you deal with the
business, cultural, time /distance, and
currency conversion issues?
RB: Currency is the least challenging. The Danish krone is fairly stable, and it has weakened against the
dollar at a consistent rate over the
past five years. Navision's responsible
for daily currency conversion and
the roll -ups. It's easier for the parent
company to let their auditors test
conversion rates for each country
every day. It's cheaper and more efficient to have it centralized. I manage
the U.S. /Canadian currency conversion. I have to know every day what
the rate is between U.S. and Canadian dollars. I also do the monthly
reporting as the U.S. and Canada
NTR.
Time /distance is a serious problem. Denmark is six hours ahead,
and with their mandatory 37 -hour
workweek, I have only two hours a
day to communicate with them. If
you can't get someone in one to
two hours, you give up. I get to
work at 7:30 a.m. to call Denmark.
Conversely, they wait until late in
their day to call me. E -mail has
helped, but communication could
be better.
There are certain things that must
be handled either on the phone or
face -to -face. Legal issues, transfer
pricing (they can't charge us more or
less than any other NTR in the
world), taxation, new initiatives, and
capital expenditures are examples. Email's too disconnected if you need
to have a fluid conversation. For me
to go to a quarterly one -day meeting

in Denmark blows out three days
because it's a 12 -14 hour flight from
Atlanta to Copenhagen.
Then the Danes have mandatory
five -week vacations versus our three
weeks off. They tend to take four or
five weeks at a time, so someone you
need to talk with is unavailable for
long stretches. We have to make
quick decisions, then hope and pray
that when someone comes back it's
okay. Things move faster in the U.S.,
and customers don't wait patiently
for answers. We have to operate with
significant autonomy.
MP: What about being in synch
with the parent company's fiscal year?
RB:We are in synch. At first they
had a February year -end. I suggested
that they adopt a 6 / 3 0 -year end, and
they agreed. The controller quickly
moved all the countries to 6/30. It
works fine.
MP: What are the lessons ofbeing
the CFO ofa company that isn't
U.S.- centric?
RB: Expect to educate your parent
company at every turn about the
U.S. business climate. The size of
this market is so huge it's incomprehensible to Europeans. For example,
when Danes come to Atlanta they
say: "Let's go to Dallas for lunch."
They also don't understand the
magnitude and ferocity of competition in the U.S. Navision was the
only player in its market, but
there's no one accounting software
company dominating any sector of
the U.S. market. They don't have
VARs [value -added resellers] calling them every day saying: "I got
beat by the competition." The
sheer volume of things here is
mind - boggling to them, which
they realize when they spend a
week here. Then they fly home and

tend to forget what our market is
like.
MP: If you had it to do over again,
what would you do differently?
RB: I wouldn't change anything.
I've worked hard, and it paid off. We
successfully launched an unknown
product into a so -called saturated
market. We turned a profit in 24
months and never looked back.
My advice to others thinking of
becoming CFOs of a foreign company is to make sure that you know
what your limits will be. Will you be
comfortable hitting that top end in a
subsidiary? How do you feel about
someone calling the shots from
overseas? It may be a long time
before your company goes public in
the U.S., so you'll have to struggle
with capitalization. Outside of that
it's like working for any other company. It has to fit in your long -term
vision of your career. ■
Marlene Piturro, a journalist and
managerial consultant based in Hastings-on- Hudson, N.Y., has a Ph.D. in
psychology and an MBA in organizational development /finance. She has
written widely about the integration
ofaccounting and IT in various business publications. You can reach her at
mbiturro @aol, com.
MIFF,.

ABOUT NAVISIO
HEADQUARTERS:Vedbaek, Denmark
BUSINESS: Developer and marketer
of middle - market enterprise business
solutions

G

INTERNATIONAL: offices in 89 countries:
23 country- specific software versions
INSTALLEDBASE: 89,000
NET REVENUES FIRST HALF 1999/2000
471.2 million DKK
CHANGE: +72% over same period
1998/1999
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WHICHPATHTOSUCCESS
HASYOURCOMPANYCHOSEN?
BY

M AR C

1.

EPST EIN

If you don't steal business from your own company, your competitors will. Perhaps this
sounds radical, but it's reality. Savvy traditional
brick - and - mortar businesses understand this
and are moving fast to embrace the Web. Or at
least they should be.
Although the development and growth of
companies such as Amazon.com and eBay have
been amazing, a more important question is
how the large, long- standing brick -and- mortar
companies can adapt to the Internet economy.
Traditional retailers may have been a bit late
Z

getting onto the Net, but they have a com�

r

pelling advantage that can lead them to big successes in e- commerce. That is, if they do it right
and reinvent themselves.
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To Webify themselves, traditional
companies are taking one of three
approaches: integrating the a -commerce initiative throughout the
company, launching an independent
dot -corn company, or creating a separate business unit. I believe integration translates into success. Those
companies that meld e- commerce
into their entire company operations
quickly and effectively will succeed.
Here's why.

THEBRICK-AND-MORTAR
ADVANTAGE
Traditional retailers have significant
advantages over Internet retailers.
Storefronts obviously
attract customers and
provide a place where
they can view, return, and
exchange merchandise.
They're good ways to
advertise as well. Customers like knowing that
there's a branch of the
website down the street if
they want to visit.
Of all the traditional
retailers, the ones who have
a substantial advantage are
those who are already established in our lives —names
like GE, Ford, AT &T, Macy's,
Kroger, Walgreens, Procter &
Gamble, and Merck. Integration
for these retailers is where the real
power of the Internet lies. They can
capitalize on their competitive edge
by quickly establishing a Web -based
operation that's as nimble and customer focused as Internet companies. They have the advantage of
experience, and the brick- and -mortar operation can complement the
e- commerce activities. But these traditional brick -and- mortar companies need to build on their superior
market positions and design and
58
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implement strategies that capitalize
on that positioning.
Another prime advantage is that
traditional retailers can leverage
their already- established distribution
channels, while the e- tailers are just
developing this distribution capability. Early entrants to e- commerce like
Amazon.com are establishing large
distribution networks and building
increasing amounts of brick and
mortar. The likely outcome: The
Amazons will look more like traditional retailers, while the traditional
retailers will establish substantial
Web operations and look more like
Amazon.

Sounds like a lot of advantages for
traditional retailers, doesn't it? Yet
the e- tailers maintain that they can
move quicker in the marketplace
and aren't hampered by a history of
brick and mortar along with the
accompanying overhead. Perhaps.
But this is only an advantage if the
traditional retailers allow it to be.
The Internet strategies should certainly capitalize on the company's

structure and systems that are
already in place. The Internet strategy also needs to build -in the innovation and agility because of this
fast - moving shift in our economy.
Simply, companies need to move
fast. Let's take a look at the three
approaches they can take.

INTEGRATEDBUSINESS
OPERATIONS
One company that has integrated
e- commerce well is Charles Schwab.
Though initially established as a separate business unit, its e- commerce
initiative has since been integrated.
This approach allows customers to do business with one
company through a variety of
channels — online or offline —at
the same price.
Why did Schwab integrate?
Customers didn't want to choose
between the traditional service
and the online service.
They wanted one company with consistent
quality of service as well
as a consistent price. In
contrast to many of the
current retailer strategies,
Schwab adopted cone -price
policy for both traditional
and on l i n e c us t o m e r s . Today
customers get the benefits of
both price and service. The
strategy worked: eSchwab gobbled up Schwab, and the company
emerged as "number one among
online trading outfits in trading volume, with a 21 % share of the first
quarter's average 1.4 million daily
trades," according to the June 5 edition of Business Week.Both revenues
and profits increased as the company
moved faster and more aggressively
into e- commerce than its competitors. What company wouldn't want
these kind of results?

Service just established UPS
e- Ventures. Though less
dramatic
than spinning off
In 1997, Barnes & Noble started its Web operations, and, in 1999,
as separate companies, the
barnesandnoble.com went public. Since then, its stock price has fallen substantially.
separate business unit model
This dot -com company is trying to find a way to compete with Amazon.com. The choice
strives
for autonomy necesof an independent company structure rather than an integrated operation that takes
sary to encourage growth.
advantage of their locations, brand, or customer relationships, has hurt.
But this choice creates
Whether the company can turn its brick - and - mortar stores into an asset rather
challenges that will have
than a liability isn't clear. Employees don't recommend the website to customers,
major impacts on the business
and customers rarely find out about it in the stores (unless they receive a discount
model
that's used in the
coupon toward their next online purchase or their shopping bag carries the Web
future. Issues include how to
address). Further, customers don't gain any advantage by shopping at barnesandencourage the necessary canninoble.com over Amazon.com since they can't return merchandise to the stores.
balization of existing business
What's more, barnesandnoble.com prices sometimes are cheaper than in the
units, compensation of manBarnes & Noble stores, which is what Schwab eliminated after it saw that the
agers, and whether the existing
differential pricing confused and even angered customers. Barnes & Noble
organizational structure and
doesn't have the seamless approach that Schwab has, which emphasizes that
systems enable the new business
you can do business with them through either the online or offline operaunit
to compete aggressively for
tions. For Barnes & Noble, the two are separate companies and operations.
internal as well as external cusWithout leveraging the brick - and - mortar operation, the company's long histomers. And, finally, can separate
tory, and brand value, barnesandnoble.com is a startup without a competibusiness units move fast within
tive advantage. The only way it can compete over the Net is through price
large organizations, or is the
and service.
approval process still too slow for
them to compete with the indeallow it to steal business from the
pendent companies?
INDEPENDENTCOMPANY
With this model, dysfunctional
Wal -Mart brick - and - mortar stores,
Some companies accept that they
behavior can surface as managers are
traditional competitors, and e- tailer
can't move fast enough to develop
competing aggressively for the same
competitors. On the downside, since
an Internet expertise and presence,
customers through different chanthey're separate companies with sepso they establish independent comarate
ownership
interests,
conflicts
nels. And when these business unit
panies, often with a joint venture
can arise as to which company gets
partner, to handle their e- commerce
managers compare compensation
and bonuses, the dysfunctional
to record the sale. The company
activities. Consider Polo.com. This
behavior as well as envy grows. Why?
needs to resolve issues related to the
new company will arrive later this
Dot -com managers are often paid
brick- and - mortar operations:
year as a joint venture of Polo Ralph
with stock options that can turn into
• Can a customer buy online and
Lauren and NBC. Polo.com draws
millions, whereas similar -level manreturn merchandise to a Walon the entertainment experience of
agers working in the brick- and -morNBC, along with $110 million of
Mart store?
tar part of the company will likely
• How are customer service levels
advertising and promotion, and the
earn
far less.
fashions of Polo. Word on the street
maintained?
• Are prices the same in both
is that it may conduct an IPO.
ALIGNSTRATEGIES,STRUCTURES,
Wal -Mart also established a sepaoperations?
• Are the online ads and promoANDSYSTEMS
rate company with a venture capital
tions separate from those of the
The challenges for brick - and - mortar
firm, Accel Partners, and expects to
businesses are significant. And the
retail stores?
do an IPO. While this joint venture
changes are coming fast, so compapresumably leverages the expertise of
nies need to move quickly. How
SEPARATEBUSINESSUNIT
the two partners, it also encourages
these changes get integrated into
Another approach is to establish a
entrepreneurship because it's a sepaseparate business unit. United Parcel
existing company structures and
rate company. The structure will
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INTEGRATEBRICK-AND-MORTAR
OPERATIONSWITHTHEWEB
INITIATIVE
Companies that can best serve their
customers through a variety of distribution channels and can integrate
their services well provide the best
long -term competitive advantage.
Although many large brick -andmortar companies are attempting to
integrate and transform into "clicks and- mortar" organizations, many of
their strategies are poor, and the
implementations are often worse.
The short -term question may
indeed be how to enter e- business.
The longer -term issue will likely be
how to do business. The "e" will
probably disappear as the Internet
dominates much of our business
activities. Complete integration will
be key to traditional companies' success. Those who don't build on their
existing competitive advantages may
find that they've missed out on the
greatest change in global business in
a century. ■
Marc J. Epstein is a Distinguished
Research Professor of Management at
Rice University's Jones Graduate
School Management. A well -known
author and international lecturer on
issues implementation strategy,
management accounting, and management control, his most recent book
is Counting What Counts: Turning
Corporate Accountability to Competitive Advantage (Perseus Books,
1999). You can reach Marc at
epstein@rice.edu or at(713) 348 -6140.
of

activities into each business unit. GE
won't develop separate companies
and compensation. What's more,
each manager must determine how
the Internet can help grow the business and then develop the strategy
and implement it.
It should work well for GE. Why?
The integrated business operations
model demands aggressive action
and a substantial investment of
resources. But for most companies
who aren't GE, immediate and complete integration of e- commerce
activities into all business units may
be difficult. An intermediate step of
a separate business unit is often
required.
Senior financial managers are
often responsible for designing and
implementing strategies, structures,
and systems. The problem: Internet
strategies are being developed quickly, and the structures and systems
often aren't tied to those strategies.
Structures must encourage —or
mandate — stealing your own company's business before someone else
does. To do this, compensation systems must reward that cannibalization. Thus, there must be enough
independence to permit managers to
aggressively pursue business opportunities in the same way that an
independent competitor and Internet start -up would. Without the
coordinated and appropriate structures and systems to fit a new
e- commerce strategy, that strategy
may be doomed.
Another pitfall is that companies
are being lured into doing an IPO
for short -term value creation and to
cash in on a hot stock market for
dot -coms. They also believe that the
independent company will be less

bureaucratic and more agile.
Although the short -term inflow of
cash is enticing, it may spell doom
for the long -term interests of the
company. Splitting off e- commerce
activities just might sell off a company's future.

of

en the integration path. General
Electric's CEO Jack Welch says they
will integrate all GE e- commerce

of

compensation systems is difficult,
and many companies will make
major errors that will put them far
enough behind in the race that they
may never recover. Some of our
favorite brand names may disappear,
and our favorite investments will
decline in value.
So what do financial managers
and their colleagues throughout
organizations need to do? We know
that strategies, structures, and systems must be aligned with each other. Too often companies don't
carefully align them, so a strategy
might be fine, but the company does
a poor job of implementing it by not
choosing appropriate structures and
systems. Organizational structures
must be in place, and, to some
extent, the management systems,
including compensation and other
incentives, must be aligned with the
strategy and structure as well. To
translate strategy into action, we
need to use both financial and nonfinancial measures of performance,
including both leading and lagging
indicators, and tie these performance
metrics to compensation systems.
We've also seen that mainstreaming does work. The quality movement showed us that in the
beginning we may need separate
central units to manage quality. But
soon companies need to integrate
quality throughout their organizations to make it a responsibility of
all employees. Similarly, if separate
business units are seen to be the only
way to get the agility and speed
needed to aggressively compete in
e- commerce, so be it —for the short
term. But if e- commerce is the
future for many businesses, or if it
will become a critically important
channel of supply and distribution,
complete integration is essential.
No wonder then that GE has tak-
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eight steps
to establishing your
IT performance
measures.

for
MEASURE
BY PRESTON D. CAMERON

s more and more organizations devote significant resources

A

(both financial and human) to their e- business and information technology (IT) initiatives, one of the questions executives

still ask most often is, "How well is our IT function performing ?"
I
N

Most CFOs will admit they don't have a complete view of their global IT
Z

universe, including hardware, software, and services (training, consulting,

a
0
03

communications, and so on).
J
J
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The more complex your IT oper
the harder it is to stay on top of yo
IT performance. As a result, too
many financial executives still
resort to calculating IT performance based on simple variables like system uptime or
downtime during a week or
month. As long as the appearance of system availability is
maintained, IT performance is
often assumed to be sufficient. But
as it becomes more urgent for com
panies to invest in new technology
i n rt
i tll the
i t e-i buv inu p p o , , . . . a. .7
CFOs and other financial executives are taking a secand look at identifying performance measurements that
communicate their organization's IT performance with
improved clarity.
If you're looking to establish more meaningful measures of performance for your IT functions, consider the
following eight steps.

STEP 1 :

LINKINFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY
PROJECTSTOYOURORGANIZATION'SGOALSAND
OBJECTIVES
Link your IT projects to your organization's goals and
objectives. This will improve your organization's ability to
measure the contribution of IT projects to its mission
and vision —its reason for being. Start by dividing your
IT projects, objectives, and functions into operational and
strategic areas. Projects related to IT strategic plans can
be defined in broad, general statements that relate to your
organization's mission and describe the desired outcome.
The following four common areas can help you focus on
the most important "vital few" IT objectives:
1) Meeting the strategic needs of the enterprise,
2) Meeting the needs of individual customers,
3) Addressing IT internal business performance, and
4) Addressing IT innovation and learning.

STEP 2: DEVELOPPERFORMANCEMEASURES
The concept of IT performance measurement is straightforward: You get what you measure, and you can't manage an IT organization or project unless you can measure
it. Measurement focuses attention on what is to be
accomplished and compels your IT organization to concentrate time, resources, and energy on achieving those
objectives. Measurement provides feedback on the
64
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s of your IT performance toward
,ctives. If your results differ from
ie original objectives, you can
analyze the gaps in performance
and make any necessary
adjustments.
When developing your IT
performance measures, start
by focusing on the IT customer. By identifying what is
most important to this depart nent, you should be able to nardown the potential list of
res that are most meaningful to
7.,,.. . . - . ganization. Agree with that customer to focus on the most important of these
measures.
Performance measures seek to improve performance
and accountability by using a quantifiable metric of
results (for example, number of dollars saved, number of
days saved in a business process, or recorded improvement in customer satisfaction). Four common IT performance measures include:
1) Input Measures The resources used in producing
an output or outcome or the answer to the question,
"What resources are in place or are needed to conduct
this activity?" One IT project's output measure (for
example, products produced) could be another project's
input measure (for example, products received).
2) Output Measures The calculation or recording of
activity that can be expressed in a quantitative or qualitative manner, or the answer to the question, "What is the
product, service, or result of this activity?"
3) O u tc o me M e as u re s A n

event, occurrence, or condition that indicates progress toward achievement of the
purpose of the program. The results of a program activity
compared to its intended purpose or the answer to the
question, "Will expending these resources result or contribute to the success of what we want to accomplish
strategically ?"
4) Impact Measures An IT organization mission,
objective, goal, or long -term effect of the outcomes over
an extended time period.
By identifying a team of IT customers and using clear
measurable and end - result- oriented performance measures, IT organizations can then determine the extent to
which a program or project has achieved its specific
goals, within a given time period, and met the needs of its
customers or accepted standards.

By identifying a team of IT customers and using clear
measurable and end - result- oriented performance
measures, IT organizations can then determine the
extent to which a program or project has achieved its
specific goals, within a given time period, and met the
needs of its customers or accepted standards.
STEP 3: ESTABLISHABASELINEFORFUTURE
PERFORMANCECOMPARISON
The baseline is an essential element of any IT performance measurement. Without a baseline, your IT goals
can become merely wishes. Establishing baselines involves
data collection and consensus building. This step is
important because a clear record of your current level of
performance is necessary to assess any improvement in
future performance.
If no baseline exists for the measures you've chosen,
don't worry. Many organizations establish a baseline once
they begin collecting the performance results data.
Remember, to be effective the baseline must support the
measures you're using.

STEP 4: SELECTINFORMATIONTECHNOLOGY
PROJECTSWITHTHEGREATESTVALUE
For any IT performance measure to effectively assess the
contribution of your IT investments to the organization's
overall mission and objectives, an IT investment needs to
be linked closely to your business priorities. It is
essential that the selected IT projects
duce the greatest value to your organ
zation with the limited resources you
have available. Value can consist of
contribution to your overall business performance in addition to
other more discrete benefits such
as cost reduction, cost avoidance,
productivity improvement, and
increased capacity that can result
when a particular area employs
technology.
Decisions to invest in technology
ly for its own sake rarely lead to imps

performance. For example, standardizing workstation
configurations can reduce your costs in maintenance or
training. But although this investment appears necessary
and prudent, the action can have little direct positive
impact on your overall business objectives. Therefore, to
maximize the value of your IT investments, favor those
IT projects that provide the greatest impact on business
performance.

STEP 5: COLLECTDATA
If your IT organization can properly address the data it
needs to measure during the development and selection
of its performance measures, then data collection
becomes a routine event. So, the obvious time to address
data collection is during development of the performance
measures.
When selecting actual performance data and establishing performance baselines, you'll find the following criteria for data collection helpful:
♦ Availability: Are the data currently available? If not,
can they be collected? Are there better IT perice indicators for data that are curtly unavailable?
/ Accuracy: Are the data sufficiently reliable? Are there biases or
exaggerations? Are the data verifiable and auditable?
♦ Timeliness: Are the data
timely enough to evaluate performance? How frequently do
the data need to be collected and
reported? How current are the
Ita?
ost of Data Collection: What's
)f collecting the data? Is data colJuly 2 0 0 0
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The payback from any IT performance measurement
process comes from using the data to improve individual,
department, and enterprise -wide performance.
lection cost - effective; that is, do the 1
efits from having these data exceed
the costs anticipated in acquiring
them?

STEP 6:

ANALYZETHE

RESULTS
IT performance indicators, particularly outcome types of measures, rarely provide meaningful
information by themselves. By conducting a measurement review to
determine how well the indicators w
and how well the results contributed to your
objectives, you can look for ways to improve the performance and effectiveness of your IT organization and
make meaningful conclusions from the results.

STEP 7: INTEGRATEINTOMANAGEMENT
PROCESSES
After your organization has collected and analyzed the
performance data, the payback from any IT performance
measurement process comes from using the data to
improve individual, department, and enterprise -wide
performance. Many organizations report that if the
results aren't used, employees simply won't take the performance measurement process seriously nor will they
make the effort required to apply measurement effectively. Performance measurement data can be integrated into
a number of IT management processes within the business and technology domains to improve an organization's decision making. Good performance measures
indicate whether the activity was done right (efficiency)
and whether the activity was the right thing to do
(effectiveness).

66

dination and better use of limited
sources. Internal communication
also builds confidence and support
from the rest of the organization
regarding your IT projects, especially if the results are favorable.
Communicating performance
results and measures externally
also can strengthen your partnerships with customers and suppliers
y opening new avenues for collabo)n on IT projects.
cal to the success of any IT performance -based management system is the support
and involvement of senior management and all levels in
the organization to counteract resistance to change as a
result of these IT performance measures. Remember that
all of the IT activities must be included, even those that
are outside the IT department, or your performance measurements could be incomplete. If performance measurement of IT projects is new to your organization, then
start small and focus on measuring the processes, not the
people. Fewer measures can mean less initial cost, and
additional measures can always be added. Periodically
review the measures to determine their usefulness and
continued applicability. If a performance measure is no
longer useful, scrap it and find another that supports
your organization's strategic objectives.
Regardless of the type of organization, one overriding
theme in IT performance measurement exists. Be patient.
Instilling performance measurement into your IT functions and your organization may not have an immediate
payoff because of the learning process involved. ■

STEP 8: COMMUNICATETHERESULTS

Preston D. Cameron is a member of the Enterprise Solutions Practice of Grant Thornton. He can be reached at
(800) 366 -3202 or via e-mail at pcameron @gt.com.

It's not enough to measure, analyze, and incorporate the
results from your IT performance measurement efforts
into your IT management process. It's also vital to communicate the results inside and outside your organization. Communicating the results internally can improve

This article is a joint publication effort by Strategic Finance and
CMA Manage ment magazine, which is published by the Society
of Management Accountants of Canada (SMAC). For more
information, visit www.cma - canada.org.
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INSURANCE. PROG11AMS
• Insurance Coverage:
Group Term Life Plan, 1- 800 - 225 -6758.
Small Business Plan, 1- 800 - 321 -1998.
All other plans, 1- 800 - 424 -9883.
Disability Income, Cancer Expense, High -Limit Accident,
Long -Term Care, Short -Term Medical, Excess Major
Medical and Medicare Supplement Plans.
• Liberty Mutual - Auto, homeowners and boat insurance.
Mention Client #7980, 1- 800 - 225 -8285.

A MONEY

• RxAmerica Prescription Plan - Discounts for IMA members through their local pharmacy or through RxAmerica's
state -of- the -art Mail Service facility, 1- 800 - 770 -8014.

SAVING IDEA!
FINANCIAL Slal`'ICIES
The IMA Membership
Discount Program offers
financial rewards for IMA
members. These moneysaving opportunities have
been designed to provide
discounts for you and your
company on a variety of
products and services. It
puts to work the buying
power of over 70,000 IMA
members. For your home
or business, this group buying power provides discounts that would not be
available to members individually. Take advantage
of these outstanding benefits today!

• MBNA America - Credit cards, 1- 800 - 847 -7378.
Consumer finance loans (Gold Reserve & Gold Option), 1 -800892 -8349. Investor Services (CD & Money Market Accounts),
1- 800 - 345 -0397.
• Norwest Mortgage - Home mortgages and home equity
loans, 1- 800 - 442 -4778.

OFFICE RESOURCES
• Airborne Express - Discounted express mail service for
IMA members and their companies, 1- 800 - MEMBERS
(1- 800 - 636- 2377).
• United Parcel Service - Discounted express mail service
for IMA members and their companies,
1- 800 - 325 -7000.
• Pennywise - Office products at deep discounts,
1-800-942-3311.

C'All RENTALS
• Alamo Car Rental - Mention code #BY 165532,
1- 800 - 354 -2323.
• Hertz Car Rental - Gold Service available for frequent
users. Mention code #60241, 1- 800 -654 -3131.

PEB.SCO\YAl. S1:1111IC'ES
• IMA's Online Market Place - All the usual cyber- discounts,
books, music, flowers, fragrances and more... "for members
only" on the IMA Website: www.imanet.org.
• Exclusively for IMA by Shane - Plaques, gifts, jewelry,
shirts, caps, etc. with the IMA Logo or Seal, 401 - 822 -4590.

C M

IMA

• Framing Success - Quality frames for your IMA, CMA and
CFM certificates, 1- 800 - 677 -3726, Fax: 1- 800 - 576 -3726,
e -mail: fsingo @framingsuccess.com.

INSURERS
Go
PUBLIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES SEEK
FREEDOM FROM A CONSTRAINING
CAPITAL STRUCTURE.
BY ALAN LEVINSOHN
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eventeen mutual insurance companies have demutuaiized
since 1986 with the largest, by far, occurring this year.
John Hancock Financial Services went public in January 2000,
raising $1.7 billion, followed by Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. in
April, which raised nearly $2.9 billion but wanted more.
MetLife supplemented its initial public offering (IPO) with an
$855 million private equity placement bought in part by Banco
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Santander, a Spanish bank that operates a
Spanish insurance company with MetLife,
and it sold another $840 million of convertible bonds publicly.
What's happening today in the insurance industry is a function of the convulsions occurring across the entire financial
services industry in the United States.
Managers atop these companies are
ensnared by problems more complex and
profound than any within a generation, at
least. Every one of these senior executives
grapples concurrently with the triple
threat of globalization, distribution channel conflicts, and new financial services
deregulation. But insurance companies —
especially mutual insurers —are arguably
the most challenged of all financial services providers.
Chief financial officers, treasurers, controllers, and other financial managers will
want to observe how insurers grapple with
their industry's dynamics. After all, buyers
of financial services are accountable for
the performance of their outside service
providers.

ACCESSTOCAPITAL
Historically, the insurance industry has
enjoyed high barriers to entry because
underwriting insurance policies requires
unique competencies —such as actuarial
science. Insurers have been further shielded from competition since 1934 by federal
law. Provisions of the Glass - Steagall Act precluded banks,
mutual funds, and securities firms from insurance
underwriting.
Today, insurers are less protected from competition.
Last year's Gramm - Leach - Bliley Act repealed Glass -Steagall. Now banks —and anyone else —are allowed to
underwrite insurance. Conversely, insurers can go into
banking and more —a level field for all. (See Strategic
Finance,April 2000, "The Coming of a Financial Services
Bazaar ? ")
Some new -era financial services organizations will
mimic the European bancassurance model, following the
trail Citigroup is blazing. But the path to a multiproduct
financial services manufacturing and distribution organization will require capital —lots of it. And it doesn't mat70
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ter much whether the company expands by acquisition or
alliance, organically or technologically. Continuous access
to capital will be critical.

ESCAPEFROMAFINANCIALSTRAITJACKET
But mutual insurers are tied in a financial straitjacket.
The mutual capital structure is similar to a cooperative
much like the original savings & loan associations. The
equity funds belong to the customers —the policyholders,
who legally own the company. Mutual insurers can only
obtain fresh capital from profits, investment returns, or
"surplus notes," which are highly subordinated and regulated debt securities. Moreover, recent new regulation
requires insurers to maintain higher capital reserves.
One way out of this pickle is a demutualization. Con-

DEMUTUALIZING IS

METLIFE, INC.
Being publicly owned provides insurers
continued access to the capital markets
and market - valued common stock. Both
can serve as powerful mechanisms for
growth.
Within weeks after its IPO, MetLife,
the new parent holding company of its
insurance subsidiary Metropolitan Life
Insurance Co., said it would expand into
consumer banking. A separate operating
unit will be developed under the Metro politan Life Insurance subsidiary that
will offer savings, checking, and individual retirement accounts, plus online bill
payment by early next year. MetLife's
banking endeavor clearly is aimed at
capturing more customer assets.
Robert H. Benmosche, MetLife's chairman and chief
executive officer, said the banking project will be an
"opportunity" for the company to "provide our existing
and future customers with greater flexibility, security, and
convenience in meeting their financial goals.'
Had MetLife raised more than $4.9 billion in net proceeds from its stock and bond offerings this year, it probably would have bought a bank rather than begun to build
one. At least that's what Benmosche said in late 1998.
Then analysts estimated MetLife could raise as much as
$20 billion in an IPO. But early this year, MetLife's IPO
prospectus said it hoped to raise as much as $6.5 billion
with shares priced somewhere between $14 and $24 each.
Ultimately, the size of the offering was cut, and shares
were priced at $14.25 each, which was 77% of book value
of owners' equity (the excess of total liabilities minus
total assets). By early last month, MetLife's stock was
trading at about $20.50 a share, or 1.2 times book value.

COMPLICATED,CUMBERSOME,
COSTLY,AND,OFTEN,
CONTENTIOUS. THE PROCESS IS
HERCULEAN. BUT IT CAN HELP
MUTUALINSURERSFINANCEA
COMPETITIVENEWSTRATEGY.
ceptually, a demutualization is as straightforward as a
recapitalization. The mutual company floats common
stock in the public equity markets, uses some of the proceeds to redeem policyholders' ownership interests, and
invests the rest in the business.
But actually doing a demutualization successfully is a
bit Herculean. Demutualizing is highly complicated,
cumbersome, costly, and, often, contentious. It's fraught
with many issues: regulatory, legal, accounting, actuarial,
investment banking, and corporate governance. Typically
a long process, demutualizing takes 12 to 36 months and
is expensive, too, costing $100 million or more.

FULLDEMUTUALIZATION
Still, none of these hurdles is preventing mutual insurers
from converting to stock companies. The allure is too
great— today's pressure too much. Fully demutualizing
liberates insurance companies from the confines of a
mutual structure and can finance a competitive new
corporate strategy.
The market has been pricing most insurance IPOs at
only 6 0 % to 70% of company's book value of owners'
equity, according to Krupa Subramanian, an assistant
professor of insurance and actuarial science at Temple
University. Nonetheless, more demutualizations are in the
offing. Prudential Insurance, for example, has been working since February 1998 on a demutualization plan and
says it will be complete and ready to go public in 2001.
Overall, out of 5,300 U.S.insurance companies today,
about 3,940 are publicly owned and 1,360 are mutually
owned, according to the National Association of Mutual
Insurance Companies.

UNLOCKINGVALUE
Fully demutualizing can do more than finance new products, form alliances, and acquire companies. It can help
buy and retain management talent and be used effectively
as incentive compensation. Executives of stock life insurers have higher cash compensation than those of mutual
companies, according to research by professors David
Mayers and Clifford W. Smith, Jr. Also, stock life insurers
whose chief executives have stock options perform financially better than mutuals.
Moreover, a capital structure comprising common
stock potentially provides tax savings, investment flexibilJul y 2 0 0 0
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ity, and myriad ways to restructure.
Plus, insurers can become more aggressive competitively by selling services
based on core competencies.
Asset and risk management are two
core competencies, for example, that
successful insurance companies have
but which most haven't fully exploited.
Securities firms and money managers
dominate these markets. But with capital raised from an IPO and subsequent
financings, insurers could move more
aggressively and competitively into
these domains as well.
Getting there is a large endeavor.
And once there, legal problems can
linger.
MetLife's conversion cost $350 million and took nearly three years. That's
before investment banking fees, but it
included the cost of all the lawyers who
developed the plan. Still, MetLife is
now subject to six lawsuits by disgruntled policyholders. They're claiming the
conversion was unfair or unfairly compensated them for their ownership
interests, or both, says Subramanian.
MetLife's 12 million policyholders
had the option of taking stock, cash, or
policy credits at the time of the conversion. On average, each got about
$1,100, calculates David Schiff, editor
of Schiff's Insurance Observer.
All told, MetLife gave policyholders 493 million shares
of common stock valued at $14.25 each. But that was
only 77% of the book value of equity. The remaining
23% came to about $400 million, one lawsuit charges.
But at $20.50 a share, or 1.2 times book value, that particular complaint now seems moot.

THEMUTUALHOLDINGCOMPANY
A faster and less expensive route to the capital markets
is converting to a mutual holding company (MHC).
Since the MHC structure was first legalized in 1995, 25
states now allow it, and some 20 insurance companies
have converted or plan to convert to one, according to
Colin Devine, CFA, CMA, an insurance industry securities analyst with Salomon Smith Barney.
Many mutuals use the MHC structure as a step toward
72
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fully denutualizing. Principal Financial Group, for
example, converted to an MHC in 1998 and now wants
to fully demutualize because the amount of capital that
can be raised under an MHC is limited. And the structure itself has been broadly criticized as inequitable to
policyholders.
Under an MHC, the insurance company becomes a
subsidiary of a stock holding company, which itself
becomes a subsidiary of a mutual holding company.
Stock in the insurance company is sold publicly, raising
some equity capital.
Critics charge that conversion to an MHC dilutes or
terminates policyholders' ownership without compensating them. Previously, policyholders benefited exclusively
from the company's surplus. But after conversion to an
MHC, stockholders are also entitled to the surplus.
Joseph M. Belth, Ph.D., a professor emeritus of insur-

ance at Indiana University and author and editor of The
Insurance Forum, an industry publication, believes the
concept of a mutual holding company "is fundamentally
flawed and should not be allowed.'

ownership interests should include those who don't share
in the company's surplus dividends, such as owners of
interest - sensitive policies or policies issued by a mutual
company's stock subsidiary. Belth's rationale: These customers indirectly contribute to the value of the mutual

REGULATONOFINSURANCE

parent.
* DISCLOSE THE ALLOCATION FORMULA. In
demutualizations to date, the formula used to value and
compensate policyholders' interests has been certified as
fair by actuaries but not disclosed to policyholders. And
"strange" results have occurred, Belth says, such as owners of large policies receiving fewer shares than owners of
small policies.
* GIVE POLICYHOLDERS SUBSCRIPTION RIGHTS. When the stock's IPO price
is less than the stock's subsequent value,
policyholders who opted for stock should
also be allowed to buy additional shares at
the IPO price. Why? "It was their original
premiums on which the company's value
was built," Belth adds.
* CREATE A POLICYHOLDERS' COMMITTEE. Most policyholders won't understand the lengthy documentation of this
complex reorganization. So a policyholders'
committee should be a forum to communicate with fellow policyholders, serve as a policyholders'
advocate, have access to management discussions, participate in regulatory meetings, and hire staff (all funded by
the company).
HOLD A FORMAL HEARING. Policyholders
should have an opportunity to participate in a formal
hearing at which all views may be aired, documents provided in advance, and management and policyholders
testify and submit to cross - examination.

Regulation of insurance, unlike banking, money management, or securities, is done largely at the state level only.
Each state has its own insurance commission, commissioner, and rules. Any company planning to demutualize
must submit a conversion plan to its state insurance commissioner for approval, and its policyholders must vote

CAPITAL FROM AN IPO CAN

HELPMUTUALINSURERSSELL

CORE COMPETENCIESSUCHAS
ASSETANDRISKMANAGEMENT
MORECOMPETITIVELY.
for demutualization by either a 2/3 or 3/4 margin,
depending on the state. The key issue for each insurance
commissioner is whether the plan equitably compensates
policyholders for relinquishing their ownership interests,
says Subramanian, whose doctoral dissertation is on
demutualization.
A mutual insurance company operates for the exclusive
benefit of its policyholders who collectively own the company's assets. But individually, policyowners "have some
but not all the characteristics of owners," Belth says.
Essentially, they're customers with ownership interests.

AFAIRDEMUTUALIZATIONPLAN
How then should insurance commissioners evaluate the
fairness of a demutualization plan? If they take Joseph
Belth's counsel, commissioners would look for six main
ingredients:
COMPENSATE THE POLICYHOLDERS. Policyholders should be compensated for their ownership interests in an amount that equals the total value of the
company — either in cash, policy credits, or shares of
stock.
DEFINE ELIGIBILITY BROADLY. People who have

ACLEANEMANCIPATION
Joseph Belth's ideal demutualization plan may carry
weight as more insurers opt to demutualize. A full demutualization done cleanly from the outset can finance the
future; one done sloppily can invite legal, corporate governance, and public relations problems.
Accordingly, insurance company management will
need to focus on developing successful corporate strategies for delivering financial services.
After all, Citigroup, Merrill Lynch, and Charles Schwab &
Co. have no capital structure constraints and no customers
with intrinsic ownership interests. And they, too, like
MetLife, want to continue amassing household assets. ■
Jul y 2 0 0 0
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ANT TO KNOW HOW the antitrust suit affected Microsoft's stock price? Or learn about
the Internet's vaunted "burn rate "? Just log on to the Internet and prepare to be overwhelmed with statistics, charts, and prognostications.
The Internet can help you detect a technical breakout from the 50 -day moving average of your
favorite stock or identify high - growth tech stocks that are more than 25% off their 52 -week highs.
You can obtain basic financial information on stocks you already own or are thinking of buying.
You can look at charts drawn to your specifications. You can access analyst reports and ratings.
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just about any kind of information you might want about a particular stock or group of stocks can be
obtained on the Internet, usually for
free. Moreover, since you can get the
information you're looking for
almost instantaneously, you can act
on that information in a more timely manner than if you wait to receive
similar information in tomorrow's
newspaper or next month's financial
magazine.
Speedy access to important information is what makes the Internet
such an exciting source for financial
information. But the Internet also
can be a bane: Many investors must
confront information overload.
There are thousands of Internet sites
that promise to provide you with
research data that will make your
investment decisions easier. A little
knowledge may be a dangerous
thing, but too much knowledge can
be paralyzing.
Before you make any investment
decisions, decide which Internet sites
to visit and which to avoid. Below are
some Internet sites that I believe are
worth visiting. Those missing from
the list aren't unreliable or inaccurate —they just aren't as worthwhile
in my opinion.

GENERALRESEARCHSITES
Yahoo! Finance
Quote.yahoo.com
This is my favorite site. It's an investment research /information supermarket. In a few minutes, you can
set up a free portfolio containing
stocks or mutual funds you own or
are interested in. Every time you
return to this site, the current price
of each stock/mutual fund in your
portfolio (delayed by 20 minutes) is
listed. A good number of investment
sites have their own version of
Yahoo's basic stock -price quotes, but
76
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nobody keeps more data so close at
hand.
Essential research information
such as price /earnings ratio, 52 -week
high and low, customized charts, and
so on is just a click away. In addition,
you can obtain SEC filings and summaries from Zacks Investment
Research just as quickly. "Recent
News" links at the bottom of the
main portfolio screen track breaking
stories.
There's also a plethora of message
boards containing more stock gossip
than a broker on the floor of the
New York Stock Exchange. Be careful
about message boards, though. The
information they contain is highly
suspect, and there have been a number of instances where individuals
spread false rumors in order to affect
a stock's performance.

DailyStocks.com
www.dailystocks.com
This is the home of "Gigablast
Research," a form of stock search
engine that provides even more
information than Yahoo does. Simply enter a stock symbol like FDX
(the symbol for FedEx), and
DailyStocks.com will generate a page
with literally hundreds of links to
free FedEx stock resources around
the Web. The problem is that so
many links are generated, it's difficult to decide where to go first. Look
at the choices that you're offered for
FedEx: most popular links; charts;
competitors; discussion forums;
earnings; financial ratios, measures
& indicators; financial statements;
historical quotes; insider info; institutional ownership; news; option
quotes; profiles; quotes; recommendations; relative strength; SEC filings; splits, dvidends and buybacks;
short interest; stock returns; and
volatility.

If you click on the "most popular
links" button, you get 18 websites
that offer stock quote information
for FedEx in various forms: relative
strength, volatility, and so forth.
Then you're provided with 20 chart
sources of various shapes and colors.
All this just from clicking on the first
button. It's almost a full -time job
sorting through all the information
and services.
This site isn't the best place to go
if you're trying to identify potential
investments or "screen" a stock/
mutual fund database for promising
opportunities. But this site is ideal
for someone who wants to perform
detailed research on a stock that has
already been identified through a
stock screening process or through
some other process.

MSN MoneyCentral Investor
investor.msn.com
This is another financial supermarket site that draws on many of the
same sources as Yahoo. Yahoo is
faster because it has fewer graphics,
but Investor lets you create highly
useful charts after downloading specialized software. For example, you
can chart the performance of a stock
you're interested in relative to the
S &P 500 or some other index. You
can also chart performance over various time periods to obtain both
short- and long -term pictures of
comparative performance. This site
also takes a more educational
approach, with how -to articles, regular commentary from various stock
pickers, and a "Strategy Lab" that
introduces more advanced investing
techniques such as the use of
"covered call" writing.

QUOTE/PRICEINFORMATION
If you're simply looking for basic
price information for stocks and

mutual funds, these sites are
recommended.

Wall Street City
www.wallstreetciW.com
This site provides free real -time
quotes with much additional information. For example, you can create
your own stock - market ticker and
watch it move across your screen
with the price fluctuations for the
stocks you're interested in. There are
also some interesting features like
"Stock of the hour" and "Today's
movers and shakers." A very informative site.

Yahoo! Finance
quote.yahoo.com
Setting up a basic portfolio is easy to
do, and the information provided is
extremely accurate.

information has trouble handling
symbols for options and other stock
derivatives. DLJdirect also offers regular quotes, market averages, mutual
fund information, and so on.

Bridge Information Systems
www.bridge.com
You can get NASDAQ Level II quotes
at this site — bid -and -ask offerings
from individual dealers who trade in
NASDAQ stocks. This is a service that
many sites charge for and is the kind
of information that day traders use.

E *Trade
www.etrade.com
offers this service free to active
traders only. You can also get
NASDAQ Level II quotes at
PCQuote.com (www.pcq_uote.com)
and DTN.IQ (www.dtniq.com).

DLJdirect
www.dljdirect.com

Dreyfus
www.edreILLus.com

This is a brokerage site that offers
free quotes on options, whether you
are a client or not. I guess the idea is
to get you to become a client.
Another site that's very good for
option traders is the Chicago Board
Options Exchange or CBOE
(www.cboe.com). Both sites are
handy if the site you use for price

This site offers historical quotes if, for
example, you want to know where
FedEx closed one day last year. Yahoo
now offers this information, too.

SITESTHAT PROVIDE
INVESTMENT IDEAS
These sites can identify investment
opportunities and stocks to avoid if

the information is used judiciously.

Yahoo! Finance
quote.yahoo.com
This site has more messages than
any other online stock forum —but
that isn't necessarily a good thing. Be
wary of bogus rumors that fizzle.

C1earStation
www.clearstation.com
This site specializes in discussions of
"technical investing," which deals
with the significance of stock movement patterns. Many postings take
the form of detailed annotated
charts. This site isn't for novices or
those who eschew the technical
investing school.

Silicon Investor
www.sificoninvestor.com
This is another extremely active
message board site for technology
stocks. Browsing the site is free, but
if you want to post a message, it will
cost you.

Raging Bull
www.ra&gbull.com
Another gathering place for Web
traders. An interesting feature is
"Herd on the Boards," a summary of
the day's top postings.
Jul y 2 0 0 0
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Motley Fool
www.fool.com
Just about everyone has heard of
The Fool. Started on AOL, it's the
original investing chat site. The
founders of this site have become
media personalities and offer much
useful advice.

INVESTMENTNEWS
These sites offer information on
daily happenings as well as quotes,
charts, and so forth.

CBS MarketWatch
cbs.marketwatch.com
This site tends to focus on Internet
and tech stocks.

COMPANYPROFILES

Briefing.com
www.briefing.com
Market commentary is provided
throughout the day. "In Play," a widely distributed feature, has a broad
following. More detailed information
is available by subscription.

Yahoo! Finance
duote.yahoo.com

TheStreet.com
www.thestreet.com
TheStreet.com's home page offers a
snapshot into everything that's happening on Wall Street, including
market - moving developments, stock
and mutual fund analysis, and incisive commentary, as well as access to
investment research tools and portfolio tracking.

The Wall Street Journal
www.wsj.com
The Journal often breaks stories first
on its website. The site is accessible by
subscription only. Those who subscribe to the print version get a
reduced rate. Print nonsubscribers
receive an opportunity to review specific articles online. The Journal is
considered the premier financial publication in the U.S. if not the world.
78
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Research your potential investment
decisions. When you have narrowed
your search for some promising
investments, it's time to look at company profiles.

2000

Data from Market Guide
(www.marketguide.com) is integrated into Yahoo's stock format.

Stocksheet
www.stocksheet.com

cials) for free and 4,000 company
profiles (company histories, strategies, market positions, major events,
and other information) by subscription ($14.95 monthly). The profiles
are written for executives, investors,
job seekers, sales people, consumers,
and scholars— anyone who needs
company information written in an
informed and engaging style.

Thomson Investors Network
www.thomsoninvest.net

Comprehensive one -page profiles for
over 8,000 stocks.

The Investext summaries of brokerage research reports are particularly
good. Subscriptions are $34.95 for a
year with a free 30 -day trial.

Hoover's Online
www.hoovers.com

DailyStocks.com
www.daflvstocks.com

This site has been dubbed "the
reigning king of corporate profiles"
by Fortune magazine. Hoover's
Online also features links to news,
lists, stock quotes, and other products such as Hoover's Industry Snapshots (global industry overviews).
Hoover's offers approximately
14,000 company capsules (brief
company descriptions and finan-

The Gigablast search tells all.

Baseline
www.baseline.com
The BASELINE application delivers
visually revealing fundamental, technical, and earnings estimate analysis
on over 8,000 stocks. With an easy -touse format, essential information is
brought to light, and imposing

research tasks are minimized. Dynamic graphs, charts, and reports provide
strikingly clear marketing presentations. Designed specifically for the
institutional money manager, BASELINE is a powerful tool for examining
stocks, industries, and sectors,
whether bottom up or top down.

STOCKSCREENS
You may want to know what companies have paid dividends for the past
20 years or which firms keep
increasing their profitability year
after year. To obtain such information, you need a stock screen, which
is a stock search engine that's driven
by your specifications.

Quicken.com
www.quicken.com
A powerful, easy -to -use screening
tool from the premier financial software company.

Morningstancom
www.morningstar.com
Has many capabilities, including the
ability to calculate annual returns by
company. The site is unsurpassed for
screening mutual funds or simply
obtaining mutual fund information.

MarketPlayer.com
www.marketRl@3Ler.com
MarketPlayer's screening application
offers a flexible and powerful tool
that lets you screen over 4,000 U.S.
equities or industry groups, using
more than 100 data variables based
on company earnings estimates, fundamental data, and price statistics.

obtain specialized searches that cost
$9.95 per month.

ANALYSTRECOMMENDATIONS
Knowing what analysts are saying
about a stock is extremely useful.
They have more time than you do to
research the companies they follow,
so their opinions shouldn't be
ignored. In addition, investor sentiment is influenced by analyst recommendations and can affect a stock's
price performance.

reports, and indicators on over
50,000 stocks, mutual funds, and
market indexes. BigCharts is a free
service.

C1earStation
www.dearstation.com

I /B/E/S
www.ibes.com

C1earStation is a financial advisory
site that helps investors by identifying and interpreting stock trends
through its integration of graphs,
daily computer - generated stock
ideas, and in -depth education.
C1earStation explains how to use
"technical analysis" and makes it
actionable for online investors.

At this site, you'll find buy /sell ratings tracked by the Institutional Brokers Estimate System.

GOVERNMENTFILINGSAND
OTHERFINANCIALSTATEMENTS

Zacks Investment Research
www.zacks.com

EDGAR Online
www.edgar-online.com

This site offers a summary of broker
recommendations, upgrades, and
downgrades.

This site offers public files from the
SEC in an easy -to -use format.
Edgar's "Today's Filings" costs
$29.85 per quarter.

Internetstocks.com
www.internetstocks.com
This site offers reports from Banc Boston Robertson Stephens analyst
Keith Benjamin.

AskMerrill.com
www.askmerriU.com
Free access to research reports from
Merrill Lynch.

CHARTS
It's often useful to look at a chart of a
stock's performance over time. Here
are some sites that can provide
charts.

MSN MoneyCentral Investor
investor.msn.com

BigCharts
www.bigcharts.com

You can obtain free predefined stock
searches such as large -cap stocks
with high momentum or mid -cap
stocks with high momentum or

BigCharts is the most comprehensive
and easy -to -use online charting and
investment research site providing
access to interactive charts, quotes,

The sites I've identified are good
ones, but I'm not infallible. There
are certainly plenty of good sites that
didn't make this list. I hope you find
my list helpful in identifying good
investment prospects. If you aren't
ready to become a do- it- yourself
type, try out these research tools,
and then ask your broker what he or
she thinks. If you keep coming up
with prospects that your broker also
likes, you just might be ready to
graduate. ■
Milton Zall is a freelance writer based
in Silver Spring, Md., who specializes
in taxes, investments, and business
issues. He is a Certified Internal
Auditor and a Registered Investment
Advisor. He can be reached by telephone at (301) 649 -6044 or by e-mail
at miltzall @starpower.net.
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Smart
Input /Output
The GraphireTM' system
from Wacom Technology
Co. combines the superior
technology of the radio
mouse with the flexibility
of pen input in a device
that takes up no more
desktop space than a
mousepad. The mouse is
more accurate, with no
trackball that periodically
needs shaking or cleaning,
and it has three controls —
left and right buttons and
a finger wheel for scrolling. The feel of its motion
on the lucite surface can
only be described as elegant compared to the

Gr aphl re

nubbly, smelly rubber pad
that sits beneath my conventional mouse. The digital pen /paintbrush has a
pressure- sensitive tip that
you adjust for your own
comfort, and there's a digital eraser that works with
written and drawn input
as well as conventionally
typed text in Word and
WordPerfect documents.
A button on the side of
the pen offers left and
82
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direct mouse control with
USB support so users can
operate the cursor via the
remote controller, automatic mute and freeze
function, a built -in magnesium alloy case, and
built -in sliding lens cover.
Circle No. 51

Plue• U3 digital projector

right click functions. You
can use the handwriting
capability to take notes on
Scratchpads, edit Word
documents with your own
markings, sign e-mail with
your actual signature, or
upgrade the included software and teach your computer to recognize your
handwriting to convert it
to typed text. The drawing
capability is for simple
sketches or elaborate
paintings and photo
manipulation with programs like Photoshop ®.
Once learned, the pen
input will decrease the
wrist fatigue that leads to
carpal tunnel problems.
Windows and Mac compatible, the Graphirel
comes with Painter ClassicT', PenOffice''' SE (PC
only), and PenToolsTM'.

nine inches, but they're
extremely compact (less
than two inches thick)
and lightweight (only 2.9
pounds). The two models
in the series are the
U3 -1080 with XGA resolution and the U3-880
with SVGA resolution.
Both deliver 800 lumens
of brightness and have an
800:1 contrast ratio. The
U3 series incorporates a
built -in short focus wide angle lens that lets the
user project a clearly
focused image from a
short distance, creating
impressive presentations
in conference rooms as
well as small meeting
rooms or even classrooms.
Other features include 10x
digital zoom, video input,

Three Thermals
for Year -Round
Use
For the office in your
pocket, there's now the
printer that you can wear
over your shoulder or on
your belt. The DPU -3445
mobile printer from Seiko
Instruments is a handheld infrared printer that
can be toted around in its
nylon carry case. It weighs
less than a pound with its
rechargeable battery and
connects to your PDA
(Palm or Handspring) or
handheld PC (Windows
CE) via the wireless
infrared ports or with
conventional serial cables.
Output is printed on
paper that's 4.4 inches
wide, automatically fed as
cut sheets or on a roll.
Printing is quick (520
characters per second)

www.wacom.com
Circle No. 50
The Plus Corporation of
America has just released
its Plus® U3 Series of digital projectors. Described
as "palm- sized;' they're a
little larger at seven by
2000

Seiko DPU -3445 mobile printer

and sharp (8 dots /mm).
Applications for wireless
printing include receipts,
tickets, coupons, quotations, and scientific test
and measurement results.
For Palm devices you'll
need a driver such as
InPrint (available at
www.iscomplete.org).
www.seikol2rinters.com
Circle No. 52
The PN60i Portable
Printer from Citizen
America Corporation
weighs only 1.5 pounds
with its battery and is 10
x 1.85 x 2 inches high.
Personal laser - quality
printing is from Thermal

PN 6 0 i P o r t a b l e P r i n t e r

Fusion' that prints on
plain paper, envelopes,
labels, and transparencies
in black and in color. The
PN60i supports Windows
and Macintosh OSs. Along
with cable connectors, it
also has an infrared interface for IrDA- compliant
notebooks, palmtops, and
PDAs. It quietly prints two
pages per minute and can
be powered with AC
power, rechargeable NiCad battery, or 12V DC
car adapter. There are five

resident fonts and eight
type styles. www.citizenamerJCa.com
Circle No. 53

Whos
'
Watching? I Michael CasteIIuccio, Editor
■ BECAUSE OF ITS ABILITY TO STORE, SORT, AND

The Dymo® LabelWriter
Turbo from Dymo- CoStar
Corporation silently prints
up to 30 labels a minute,
and it can be used to create
the digital stamps (IBIS)
used by Stamps.com— and
e- stamp ®. The LabelWriter
can make labels for file
folders and hanging files,
computer disks and tape
cartridges and name
badges. It also can print
more than 19 popular bar
code types. There are 40
predefined label templates
included in the software,
or you can design your
own —even add time and
date stamping. The printer
automatically adds POSTNET' bar codes to
address labels to expedite
delivery, and it integrates
directly with Microsoft
Word, Outlook, ACTT"'',
and GoldMine® to manage
lists. Thermal technology
eliminates the need for ribbons, toner, or ink
cartridges.
www.dymo.com /labelwriter
Circle No. 54

SHARE INFORMATION, the computer represents a
threat to privacy. Networked computers represent a
wider threat and, naturally then, worldwide networks
like the Internet the widest threat of all.
But do we have any absolute rights to privacy, that is,
beyond the constitutional guarantees concerning search
and seizure? Recent questions about our rights of privacy have focused on the problem in a number of areas.
These questions include: Do we and our children have
the right to know who s watching us when we re surfing
the Internet? How private is our correspondence online?
at home? at work? What about other information
exchanges online? Does the government have the right
to restrict our choice of encryption that will guarantee
our privacy online? Can law enforcement keep secret
files on its citizens? How about organizations doing
credit checks or marketers? Do states have the right to
sell information from your drivers license or vehicle registration? Is it O.K. for stores to park
radio sniffers in their parking lots to
monitor the radio station you re listening to as you drive by? Who owns our
medical information?
You might have noticed that all of
these questions have one shared quality. The information is managed by computers in all cases computers that
not only are vulnerable to hackers and
disgruntled employees but also are capable of being
plugged into wide - ranging telecommunication networks.
1 Don t Have Anything to Hide
The question that cancels all of the other questions for
some is, Why should I worry if I have nothing to
hide? There are several reasons to worry.
In Chapter Two of his book, Database Nation, Simson
Garfinkel recounts the story of a New Jersey couple who
had their credit rating destroyed for seven years due to
mistakes made by the IRS, the post office, and TRW.
The IRS removed the mistaken lien it had put on the
couple s house after the agency tracked down its contrirontinited on next page
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continued from p. 83

this: privacy protects us from being

to Congress that has raised the pos-

bution to the fiasco, but TRW wouldn't

misdefined and judged out of con-

sibility of federal legislation regulating

remove its incorrect information. The

text." When agencies, companies,

privacy. The FTC recommendations

Rosses were told, "They (TRW) didn't

and individuals jump to wrong conclu-

included four protections for online

do that. When you have an unfavor-

sions based on fragmentary informa-

able note in your credit report, they

tion, it's corrosive to the entire

consumers.
(1) Notice— Websites would be

don't take it out; they just put your

society. And until we teach our com-

required to provide consumers clear

explanation with it." Despite the IRS

puters to integrate information in a

and conspicuous notice of their infor-

letter that said the Rosses were

discerning way, not just by digital

mation practices, including what infor-

clean, "TRW and Equifax had already

association, the results will be truly

mation they collect, how they collect

sold the credit data to something like

small- minded and possibly danger-

it (for example, directly or through

187 independent bureaus ... and the

ously incorrect.

nonobvious means such as cookies),
and how they use it.

information from the independent
DoubleClick Inc., for Instance

(2) Choice— Websites would be

fecting TRW's computer with incorrect

A company called DoubleClick

required to offer consumers choices

information —that the IRS had a lien

recently has caught a lot of flak in

as to how their personal identifying

on the family's house." For the next

the privacy debates, but it isn't alone

information is used beyond the use

seven years, "the family couldn't

in the kind of marketing efforts it

for which the information was pro-

obtain a new credit card, [and] they

uses. An overwhelming majority of

vided (for example, to consummate a

credit bureaus' computers kept rein -

were rejected for bank loans, and they

websites collect information on those

transaction). Such choice would

were unable to refinance their house."

visiting their pages, usually e-mail

encompass both internal secondary

addresses or some other information

uses (such as marketing back to con-

Database Nation don't scare you, con-

that they normally don't share with

sumers) and external secondary uses

sider the theory presented by Jeffrey

others. DoubleClick, however, is the

(such as disclosing data to other
entities).

If the individual horror stories in

Rosen in a recent article in the New

world's leading Internet advertising

York Times Magazine. In "The Eroded

solutions company, and it collects

Self," the legal affairs editor

information on surfers to sell to oth-

required to offer consumers reason-

expresses concern not with mistaken

ers. By placing a cookie (a file that

able access to the information a

information collected about us, but

resides on your computer) it can see

website has collected about them,

with the fractionalized image that

when you visit sites that have certain

including a reasonable opportunity to

online surveillance creates. Rosen

banner ads, what ads you click on,

review information and to correct

writes, "There are many fearful conse-

and what you purchase. DoubleClick

inaccuracies or delete information.

quences to the loss of privacy, but

had been collecting anonymous user

none perhaps more disquieting than

profiles for a while, but it wasn't until

required to take reasonable steps to

(4) Security— Websites would be

they merged with Abacus Direct in

protect the security of the information

WANTSOMEPRIVACY?

November of last year to link names

they collect from consumers.

FTC Report– Privacy Online: Fair Information Practices in the Electronic Marketplace: www.ftc.gov /reports /pdvacy2000/
privacy2000.pdf

and addresses to their anonymous

Explanation of cookies and an analysis of
your connection: www,Privacynet
Center for Democracy and Technology
and Electronic Privacy Site News and
Issues: www.cdt.org/privacy/
www.epic.org/i)dvacyZ
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Along with the recommendations,

profiles that they faced any real

the Commission concluded that "leg-

resistance. The resulting uproar from

islation is necessary to ensure ... fair

states and privacy advocates has

information practices online."

convinced the company to put its

The Internet may have been the cat-

plans on hold for the time being. Fur-

alyst, but the question of consumer

ther, three states have threatened

privacy has been on its way since we

lawsuits if the company continues to

were all first bar -coded with that nine -

collect information as it has been.

digit number that's now being used in
many more places than it was ever

Want to Surf Anonymously?
www.zeroknowledo-e.com
www.anonymizer.com
www.idcide.com
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(3) Access— Websites would be

2000

FTC Could Address Web Privacy

intended to back in 1932. Besides

Late in May of this year, the Federal

being not very bright, unfortunately,

Trade Commission presented a report

computers have big mouths. ■

By Gary Siegel, Editor

Practice Analysis

What Do Management Accountants Do?
In previous columns I described the roles that management accountants play in
their organizations, their leadership positions on cross - functional teams, and the
skill sets they need to function as internal consultants and business partners. This
month the focus is on what management accountants actually do —how they
describe their own work.
The work is varied. The stereo-

type of accountants cloistered in
their cubicles doing routine tasks
simply doesn't conform to the work1
place in Y2K. The descriptions of work
4
presented below were volunteered by practicing management accountants at six leading -edge finance organizations: Abbott Labs,
Boeing, Caterpillar headquarters, Caterpillar assembly, Hewlett- Packard, and US West.
Practicing management accountants can compare
the work activities in their companies to those of the
leading -edge companies interviewed for the Practice
Analysis. Accounting educators and students can get a
glimpse of work in the new world of management accounting. So what do management accountants do?
Management. "I am a supervisor in the Power Train
area, which is a product group here in Aurora. What I primarily do is oversee the NPI (New Product Introduction)
cost accounting. This involves working with engineers,
planners, people from the manufacturing environment,
and marketing people to understand a new design that
may not be built for two years. We deal with all aspects of
the new product introduction: design, materials procurement, manufacturing, outsourcing, pricing, marketing,
and customer service. It's important to work with the
actual product group so that you can understand how
your targets are established. We also work with purchasing
because we need to go out and quote the parts. So we're

working in teams. We are very team oriented."
"My official title is director of accounts payable. I

have responsibility for all of the disbursements for US
West and most of the subsidiaries. I have a staff of about
88 people. We make over $10 billion in disbursements
each year. We process a fair amount of paper invoices, but most of the
transactions that come through
my department are electronic. I
have responsibility for unclaimed
profit, account reconcilement, and
EDI transactions. We administer the
corporate card and handle a lot of other
miscellaneous check functions. I have a
group that supports systems from a business
analyst perspective and some folks that work directly with
procurement to make sure that we are dealing with all the
right integration issues and controls."
Modeling. "I've done a ton of this over the years.
Financial modeling starts with something —like a business opportunity, a new product, or an investment decision —and tries to financially depict it. For example, I developed a model for cable modem deployment. We had to
create demand analysis. This means asking key questions
and projecting the answers. These questions include:
What is the target population? What percentage of the
people might buy this new product? What are the price
points? We had to come up with revenue streams, then do
all the cost analysis, estimate how many people it will take
to support it, determine how many units are going to
July 2 0 0 0
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need installation, how many customers will self - install, and so on.
Then we translate all that into P &L
statements and balance sheets and
discount the cash flows to decide if
this is something we want to do. It's
basically taking something that is
very general and converting it into a
model that a businessperson could
look at and make a decision on."
"We make medium wheel orders
at Caterpillar in four different facilities. My job is to break down the
cost of each of the medium wheel
order costs by component. The other
plants do this too. Then we look at
the cost breakdown at the different
plants and determine who has a better processor, who has a better supplier, who has the best practices, and
who does the work in the most cost effective ways. We use this as one
tool for continuous improvement."
Business planning. "We have responsibility for budgeting at a level
of detail right down to the department or section in the factory floor.
On a monthly basis we revise those
forecasts based on a new rolling sales
forecast."
"I also do a lot of work on business strategy. Since one of our major
goals is to be more profitable, we
have to figure out how to sell more
products and to find ways to streamline our costs. To do this, we need to
understand our cost structure, keep
abreast of what our competitors are
doing, keep up with technology, and
understand pricing strategies."
Accounting systems and financial
reporting. "For example, we
installed the Caterpillar corporate
financial system at a company we acquired a year or so ago. Now we can
integrate that operation into ours."
Internal consulting. "People ask
me business questions all the time. I
get a lot of customers who need to
86
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understand the best way to perform
certain processes and the impact it
will have on the business. So I'm
here to provide not just the financial
perspective on business decisions. In
many cases, people value my advice
on business questions that go beyond the limits of accounting and
finance."
Organizational education. "We
spend a lot of time trying to teach
nonaccountants what we're doing and
why. One of our goals is to teach
nonaccountants to think along
accounting lines so that we're not just
telling them what to do without an explanation of why they need to do it."
Business support. "I do product
business support. This has to do
with maintaining and verifying current costs, working with new product introduction teams, and working
with models in the developmental
stage. We do target costing and monitor the costs as the program proceeds. We also work with volume
and pricing projections."
"I support the worldwide manufacturing manager. This includes IT,
business systems, and manufacturing. I mostly track metrics and do
analysis on cost. I extract information from databases and put it in a
format that is useful and easy for
people to interpret and understand."
Financial and economic analysis.
"Prior to a new product's introduction or introducing some new technology in the manufacturing
process, we have to perform a financial and economic analysis. How's
our cash flow now, and what does it
look like in the future ?"
"My job is what Hewlett- Packard
calls a finance manager. I have financial responsibility for product line,
start-up group, and networking. It
basically covers, in my mind, the full
suite of accounting, controls, and ba-

sic budget management, and then really ends up being decision support."
"I'll describe the job as a controller.
I work with the general manager and
functional staff, marketing, R &D, field
operation managers, and delivery
managers. I have to ensure that there
are proper business controls in the
organization, that pricing is adequate,
that we're using the best possible cost
structure, and that I hire and develop
the best staff worldwide."
"I have been involved for a number of years here in helping to come
up with new ways to do certain
finance functions, cost management
in particular. I got involved in a major reengineering of our production
and design management systems for
the design and building of airplanes.
I'm transitioning into a job that will
figure out how we can increase the
level of skill and knowledge of both
finance and nonfinance people in
our company."

Now What?
As you have seen, the work is varied.
So what's the next step?
Practitioners: To gain the skills to do
something new in your organization, look at the educational options
on IMA's website. Educators: Take
your students on a field trip to see
practicing management accountants
in action. Students: Welcome to the
exciting world of management
accounting! ■
Gary Siegel, Ph.D., CPA, is associate
professor at the School ofAccountancy,
DePaul University, in Chicago and
president ofthe Gary Siegel Organization, an opinion research and behavioral accounting firm. He is coauthor,
with James Sorensen, of Counting
More, Counting Less, the 1999 IMA
Practice Analysis. Gary can be reached
at gsiegel @wppost.depaul.edu.
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IMA MEMBER BENEFIT:
Industry Sectors
Every one of IMAs 13 new Internet -based Industry
groups offers you a wide choice of methods for networking and sharing information with colleagues in
your industry. They include e-mail exchanges, also
known as listservs, which allow you to send questions and comments to hundreds of colleagues with
just one e-mail; online surveys; tools for sharing
documents; an online membership directory; and
links to other valuable sources of information in
your industry. To learn more, go to IMAs Web site
and choose your Industry Sector now!

www. imanet. org
Industry Sectors — Choose One of the Following

Academic

Construction

Communications /Telecommunications

Government

Health Care

Manufacturing

Not- for -Profit

Natural Resources

services

Technology

Transportation

Utilities

Wholesale/Retail
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non ma nu factu ri ng

Financial Forecasts
& Budgets

processes within their or-

PFP P rov ides The Flexibi li ty, P ower
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To Tame Your Toughes t Proj ec ts

ities in this implementa-

Pro - formas for Professionals is a
flexible, fully - integrated, easy -to -use
model, designed to help you prepare
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budgets within a very short
timeframe.
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The financial
forecasting model
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Automated workflow
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"The release of PFP Plus
keeps this venerable model
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Runs in Excel. All formulas are included
and all commands have been automated
Free telephone support — forever.

— The Bottom Line
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e- commerce) to bridge
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[

New Version Now Available

PFPStd. $399
PFPPlus $599

Income Stat
Cost of Sales

Batanse Sheep
RafloArialyaia

ties and locations. A key
objective of workflow automation is to increase

Ovefiead Schedule
Overhead Analysis

Sales Analysis
Cash Flow Schedule

Pendock Mallorn ltd.

process time and re-

245 8th Ave., #340, NY 10011

(800)567 -4500
www.pendock.com
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.
Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

Finance Manager
Extremely profitable company has an immediate need for a
Finance Manager to lead a staff of 5. Ideal candidate should have
manufacturing accounting skills and a working knowledge of
cost accounting. This growth- oriented position is responsible for
all budgeting and financial statement preparation. CPA is a plus.
Salary to $75K plus bonus of 15%.

Director of Finance
Growing company is interviewing for the newly created position
of Director of Finance. This service company currently operates
in 3 states and is strategically acquiring new business units.
Responsibilities include overseeing all aspects of the day -to -day
accounting functions and performing all aspects of SEC reporting. Excellent benefits package includes base salary to $90K plus
options and bonus.

Credit Analyst
An established manufacturing company seeks an experienced
Credit Analyst. Responsibilities will include establishing and
enforcing credit terms, managing collections and analyzing credit
reports as well as obtaining credit references. Ideal candidate will
have prior experience establishing, negotiating and managing
contracts with outside vendors. Degree preferred but not
required. Salary to $32K plus bonus opportunity.

Senior

Am , 1 u r t

An international manufacturer seeks a Senior Credit Analyst.
Responsibilities include credit analysis as well as financial evaluation of short -term liquidity, relative debit levels and trend analysis. Candidate will also perform international collections, UCC
filings, letters of credit, site drafts and dispute resolution.
Requirements include 3+ years' experience managing collections
and working with internal sales people. Degree in accounting or
finance preferred. Great benefits and salary to $45K.

Assistant Corporate Controller
Information management company is seeking an Assistant Corporate Controller. Ideal candidate will possess 4+ years of public
accounting experience, CPA designation and have thorough
knowledge of GAAP and SEC reporting. Salary $75 -85K.

Finance Director
Fortune 500 healthcare organization has immediate need for a
Director of Finance Administration for the Information Services
Division. This position requires 7+ years of strong technical
skills in the areas of finance, cost controls and cash management. A CPA designation is also required. This extremely visible
position will report to the CIO and will be a member of the
Executive Team. The ideal candidate will possess excellent communication and presentation skills along with a strong knowledge of cost controls. Systems background and a proficient
understanding of processes and procedures are required. Supervisory skills are needed to manage a department of 40 including
3 individuals at management level. This exciting position will be
rewarded with an excellent benefits package including a car
allowance. Salary $95-11 OK.

Division Controller
Well - established healthcare facility seeks an experienced Controller. Requirements include 10+ years' progressive accounting
experience and a bachelor's degree in accounting, CPA preferred. Ideal candidate will have a strong track record demonstrating professional development in accounting and finance
with the ability to lead and manage. Excellent communication
skills and a strategic perspective required. Prior healthcare experience at the Controller's level or higher is essential for consideration. Salary to $80K.

Director of Investor Relations
Immediate opening for a Director of Investor Relations due to
company's recent entry into the NASDAQ market. Position is
responsible for managing activities related to company's interaction with the investment community, from day trader situations
to Wall Street. Other duties include working directly with the
CEO and CFO designing, developing and executing a comprehensive investor relations program. Successful candidate will also
be involved in managing relations with select trade publications
as well as being responsible for assisting in the preparation of
critical press releases and planning key road show presentations.
7+ years of investor relations experience is desired. MBA/CMA
preferred. Salary to $175K.

Assistant Controller
Expanding company is seeking an Assistant Controller with a
strong financial reporting background including significant SEC
experience. Will manage a small corporate staff in the areas of
reporting (internal and external), business planning, forecasting
and internal consulting. CPA or MBA is desired. Great benefits
package and a salary $90 -115K.

Controller
Growing advertising corporation seeks a Controller with strong
accounting and managerial skills. This position will provide oversight in the areas of financial reporting, cash management,
billing, audit, tax, credit and collections, contract analysis and
financial analysis. CPA desired, past experience in an established
CPA firm preferred. Salary $65 -75K.

Senior Financial Analyst
Opportunity to take on a Senior Financial Analyst role with
responsibilities that include supporting company's Technology
Services Area in preparing project prospectus and analyzing profit and loss for IT department. Also responsible for budgeting,
forecasting, ad -hoc analysis and reporting. Exposure to upper
management on a regular basis. Great growth opportunities with
a salary to $65K.

Internal Auditor
A Fortune 500 manufacturing company is currently looking for a
Senior Internal Auditor. Responsibilities include supervising and
conducting financial, operational and information systems audits
of the company and subsidiary locations. Requirements include
3+ years' internal audit experience in a large manufacturing environment. A CPA is a plus. Salary to $50K.

Plant Controller

Credit Manager

Growing international manufacturing company seeks experienced Plant Controller to direct daily accou nting operations. Responsibilities include full P & L accountability,
directing a staff of 5 employees a nd coordinating many
special projects. This position reports directly to the Division Controller. Requirements inclu de a degree in accounting with 3+ years as a plant controller. Prior experience in
public accounting wou ld be a plus. CPA or MBA preferred.
Salary to $70K with bonus potential a nd excellent benefits
package.

octant Controller'
Well -known industrial company has an opening for an Assistant
Controller. Responsible for the general ledger, including the
review of plant results and coordination of month -end close.
Other duties include managing accounts receivable and credit
and accounts payable /cash management areas. Strong communication skills needed to broadcast results to plant management.
CPA preferred but not required. Supervisory ability is key to
being successful in this position as department has up to 15
employees. Salary to $65K.

Division Controller
Medium -sized manufacturing company is in search of an
experienced Controller. Responsibilities include the supervision of a staff of 10 -12. Will also present financial information to Board of Directors. Successful candidate will have a
CPA; MBA with Big 5 accounting experience preferred. Light
international travel required, SAP system experience pre-

ferred. Salary to $95K.
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Health Service Center seeks an Accounting Assistant. Responsibilities include billing, applying cash payments, preparing checks
and entering non - complex journal entries. Other duties include
month -end activity that involves reviewing journal entries, reconciling accounts and analyzing reports from prior months.
Peachtree or Quickbooks experience required. Overtime necessary at month -end. Salary to $38K.

Senior Aihxi st raW
Large energy company seeks Senior Administrator. Responsibilities include handling month -end pay cycle for corporate
vendors or gas and electric accounts, monthly reconciliations,
general ledger entries and special projects. Interested applicants must have 4+ years of accounts payable experience and
prior management experience. Depending on experience,
salary to $42K.

Corporate Controller
High - profile service company is seeking an experienced Corporate Controller to oversee all aspects of accounting. Due to
recent acquisition, the company requires SEC reporting knowledge with Big 5 public experience. Company has excellent
opportunity for growth. CPA or CMA preferred. Competitive
benefits, stock options and salary to $95K.

Fa s t - gr o w i n g I T c o m pa n y ha s a n i m m e di a t e n e e d f o r a p r o -

fessional Credit Manager. Will manage the domestic credit
function for 2 separate divisions. Duties include establishing credit limits, condu cting in -depth financia l statement
analysis and negotiating credit arrangements with customers. Qualified candidates will have a bachelor's degree
and 5+ years' experience in credit management. Advanced
financial statement analysis skills are required along with
strong negotiation, communication and PC skills. Developing and maintaining strong work ing relationships with
interna l and external customers is key to this position.
Salary to $60K.

Corporate Controller
World leader in the design and development of automotive
solutions has an excellent opportunity for a Controller in its
corporate headquarters. Ideal candidate will possess exceptional
skills in strategic planning, budget preparation (to $1 billion)
cost and planning, variance analysis, financial reporting and
modeling, R &D planning and audit. Position requires a master's
degree in finance with a CPA or CMA designation preferred.
Also requires 10+ years of experience in a similar field that
includes a minimum of 5 years as a Controller with a large
automotive supplier. Great benefits package offered with salary
to $100K.

Controller
Manufacturing company is seeking a seasoned Controller with a
manufacturing and automotive background. The ideal candidate
will have 5+ years' experience as a controller and 10+ years of
accounting experience. Strong manufacturing cost background is
desired, and a CPA designation is preferred. This is an excellent
opportunity for a motivated team player with leadership qualities. Salary $85 -90K.

Accounting Manager
Opport uni t y for an expe ri e nce d Account i ng M anage r t o manage
the accounti ng funct ions of a growi ng ye t e st abl i shed $45 mil li on company. Expe ri e nce in month -end, fi nancial st at ement

preparation and supervision of a staff will help make you an ideal
candidate for this position. Distribution and light manufacturing
experience are helpful. Possible career growth in the near future
as the company anticipates acquisitions that could help expand
this role. Salary $45 -50K.

Financial Analyst
Fantastic opportunity with a world -class clothing company for
an experienced Financial Analyst. This highly visible position will
be involved with the preparation of budgets and forecasts on
both a monthly and annual basis. Requirements include degree
in accounting, CPA preferred, MBA a plus. Also required are 2+
years in general accounting or financial analysis. Candidate will
possess in -depth spreadsheet and PC skills and familiarity with
mainframe system environments. Assertive and persuasive communication style and commitment to a team approach a must.
Great advancement opportunities. Salary to $58K.

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2000 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfcom.
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AUDITOR. CPA firm needs a Senior
Auditor to plan and execute audit
engagements, draft audit reports and
financial statements, communicate
audit results with clients. Applicant
must have master's degree in accounting, 3 -year recent audit experience,
valid CPA license. 40 hours /week,
$44,928.19/year. Send resume and evidence of qualification to Mr. Richard
Marr, 9233 Ward Parkway, Suite 200,
Kansas City, Missouri 64114.

PROJECTS FINANCE MANAGER. Project leader of cross - functional team to
develop relationships & implement hardware projects involving buying & selling niche technologies to unique vendor requirements; responsible for P & L
balance sheet capital items for Storage Automation Solutions business unit;
negotiate unique OEM supply contracts; provide pricing analysis & supplier
negotiation; integrate unique product requirements into business processes;
develop unique logistics plans per customer requirements; manage team to
ensure manufacturing readiness; conduct weekly conference calls with supplier
to address project issues; track program against its schedule, budget & objectives; report status to Division GM on as- needed basis; develop & implement
recovery plans for off - schedule effects; coordinate annual financial planning
process; analyze & report monthly P &L inventories & expenses; manage Financial Analyst; prepare return on investment & break -even analysis for new products; present new product financial analysis to upper mgmt.; assist GM in
preparation of annual budget; & conduct cost /benefit & /or break -even analysis
for various projects as assigned by GM. Requires MBA or foreign equivalent
degree in Business Administration with an emphasis in Accounting or Finance
plus 2 years experience performing financial analysis in the computer peripherals /data storage industry. Salary $61,900 /year. 40 hr. wkly. Send resume to
Colorado Department of Labor and Employment, Two Park Central, Suite 400,
1515 Arapahoe Street, Denver, CO 80202 -2117. All resumes must include
applicant's Social Security number and refer to Job Order CO 46 61048.

FINANCIALjobs.com —
ON THE INTERNET. NOTABLE
JOB OPPORTUNITIES!
httv: / /www.FINANCIALiobs.com.
Michael Muller, Scott Marlow Agency.
NUM ERIC
KEYPADS FOR
NOTEBOOK PCS.

GENOVATION offers
a variety of high - quality
universal keypads for mobile and desktop computers, providing unmatched
versatility, simplicity, and programmability. Genovation has been a leading
provider of numeric keypads since
1989. For information, CALL: (800)
822 -4333. FAX: (949) 833 -0322.
INTERNET: www.genovation.com
CAREERMAG.COM

LAUNCHED IN 1994, CareerMag
is the most comprehensive career
resource on the web. Post your resume
and search over 80,000 current job
listings from hundreds of Fortune
1000 companies. Other features include
workplace and job search articles.
Call 888 - 440 -5110 to post a job or
log onto www.careermag.com.
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COMPTROLLER. Will be responsible for all aspects of financial reporting and
analysis, including general ledger, monthly and annual financial statements,
budgeting and financial projections; interpret and explain variances in budget
analyses; develop business and financial strategic plans and provide ongoing
advice to management regarding same; install, maintain, and customize financial information system; continuously analyze internal financial control systems
to evaluate effectiveness and establish related procedures to obtain accurate
information in automated accounting system; set up classification of accounts
and organize accounting procedures; elaborate procedures for and oversee clerical and bookkeeping personnel; administer employee benefit program; maintain company insurance; develop and implement company -wide financial policies and procedures; oversee all activities relating to payroll and payroll taxes;
assist the president with personal financial records and tax planning. B.S. in
Accounting; 2 years experience in job offered or 2 years experience as Accountant or Accounting Clerk. One year experience in electrical contracting industry.
One year experience with Cobra electrical contracting software and equivalent.
Experience may be obtained concurrently. $70,350.00/yr. 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM.
40hrs /wk. Apply in person or send two resumes to: Dekalb, Job Order #GA
6516244, 3879 Covington Highway, Decatur, GA 30032 or the nearest Department of Labor Field Service Office.
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Circle No. 6

Everfeellikeyou'rebeing
pulledintwodirectionsatonce?
When it comes to budgeting, there is often a big difference between
the system requirements you need
and the features your users require.

SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS

USER
NEEDS

Enterprisewide—file/server
andclient/server

Internet /Intranetenabled
Flexibilitytomeetunique
budgetingrequirements

Multi-dimensionalconsolidations
IntegrationwithGeneralLedger
includingdatatransformations

Sophisticatedmodelingto
reflect'real-life'environment

Comprehensivesecurity
andbudgetcontrols

Livespreadsheet
(Excels)interface

Automaticdistribution
toremoteusers

Intuitiveandvisual
budgetrelationships

Industry-leading
technology

Microsoft -

Ad-hocfinancialreporting
—quickand'onthefly'

-.

SRC Software's Advisor Series "' brings both sides together to give you the best of both worlds.

R

SOFTW ARE
BUDGETING - REPORTING - CONSOLIDATIONS

Forover15years,SRCSoftwarehasbeenmakingBudget
Administratorsandend-usersequallyhappybyproviding
theflexibility,sophisticationandease-of -usethatusersneed,
togetherwiththesystemcontrols, databaseconsolidations,
andenterprise-widereachthatcorporatedemands.
Circle No. 28

FindouthowtheAdvisorSeriescanprovideyou
withthebest of bothworlds—call SRC Software
todayat1 -500- 544 -3477orvisit ourwebpage
at www.sresoftware.com toreceivea
freeAdvisorSeriesdemonstrationpackage.

